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1-I
IITTRODUCTIOTI
Acting upon the theory that teachers of business
subjects need to acquire the business nan's point of
viev;, and that present problems should be the basis
of our banking work in school, the v/riter undertook
an investigation in a large city bank in Boston.
It v/as an attempt to get beyond the academic
point of view, into the field of business, with the
hope that the information secured might prove profit-
able as a basis for a unit of school work in the
future
.
The need for this type of v/ork is very great.
It is the opinion of authorities in commercial edu-
cation that such field studies './ill be required of
commercial teachers in the near future.
It is ea£'y to understand this attitude on the
part of educators when one considers the rapidity
with which business conditions change. Textbooks
cannot hope to keep xjace with these changes. The
only covapetent teacher of business subjects is the
one .'ho is so well informed in the fundamentals of

the subject, not only through reading, "but through
experience and contact, that he is able to trace with
the students from day to <laj the various trends and
change s
.
The importance of a thorough understanding of
sound banking and business principles has ne\''er been
brought hone to the American people more forcefully
than in the past four years. Business is a vital
part of our every day life. It is the duty of the
schools to develop citizens v/ho can cope v7ith pro-
blems growing out of life situations so tha-t in a
tine of stress they will have a background for in-
telligent thinking and v/ise judgment. To develop
such citizens we must present problems to then for
their solution. The problems must come directly from
business as they vrill not be found in present texts.
In order to get these problems the teacher must go
into t're business house, bank or factory to secure
first hand information. The teacher cannot lead the
students forv/a-^d v/ithout a factual basis for the wo^k.
lilxperience and social and business contacts are need-
ed in order to :riake the work significant. Students
must be given a knov/ledge of conditions as they

actually exist if they are to intelligently solve
present problems.
The theory of using present prolDlems as a "basis
for school v/ork was fixed in mind, "but the question
v/as whether or not it would "be possi"ble for a teacher
to get at the pro"blems of "business, "ii/ould a "banker
"be v/illing to allow me to go into his offices, make
contacts v/ith his employees, and work with them?
Would he open his "books to me and permit me to do my
ov/n investigating and take off v/hatever figures I de-
sired? If I were v/illing to spend the time, would he
cooperate? If he did cooperate, would the im'^estiga-
tion give me the desired information which would re-
sult in my acquiring a broader vision of the bank and
its functions? 7/ould there be any information which
I could secure which might be profitably used in the
classroom and lead the students to a better under-
standing of the bank? It was these questions which
finally led to the present investigation.
The writer does not consider this study a contri-
bution to education. It is intended only to show
that it is possible for teachers to make desirable

"business contacts and secure definite information
which could lae used as a "basis for a unit of school
Y/ork
,
It is not expected that every teacher could or
w'ould conduct such s-n investigation. The time re-
quired for such a study is an important factor. Be-
yond this, hov;ever, there are certain eler.ents which
might seriously impair the success of such an investi-
gation. The most important of these, perhaps, is the
approach to the source of the information, v/hile per-
sonality and ahility may prove just as vital. There
is no assurance that teachers will "be acceptably re-
ceived. Whether o^ not one is pe->"mitted the freedom
which was permitted in this investigation depends
entirely upon the three factors previously mentioned.
One should go to the hsmk or business house,
only when the problem is well defined and then only
if fortified v/ith all the knowledge pertinent to the
subject that one is able to obta,in outside of the
bank. Once admission has been gained, the utmost tact
and discrimiiiation must be used. One should proceed
quietly and observe all of the courtesies. V/hen in-
formation is given, it should be studied in the light

of one's reading and only significant questions should
be asked. These questions, if they are to i^esult in
a somewhat lengthy explanation, should "be asked only
when they v/ill incur the least interruption in the
regular daily routine v/ork of the hank or "business.
All of the information desired may not he reveal-
ed at once, hut one's attitude tov/ard the work, one's
earnestness of purpose and industry, v;ill determine
the Yrillingness of the staff to render assistance.
One must keep clearly in mind that the hank or
business house is open primarily to do business and
make a profit, and any interference v/ith the regular
processes ./ill soon be considered a nuisance and
quickly dispensed with. There is no tim.e for dally-
ing, no time for half-hearted interest and no time
fc insincerity.
Unless the investigator has his purpose well
defined, is v/illing to cooperate with undivided atten-
tion and to be as unobtrusive as possible, it is not
advisable to attempt such a study.
There is one other courtesy which must be observ-
ed and that is with regard to the revelation of the
data collected. The investigator should reveal, under

the name of the institution v/hich permitted the in-
vestigation, only those facts authorized "by the
offici£.ls. TIo inf orinat ion should Toe revealed without
the consent of the office^^s of the hank or some
authorized person. Any information given in confid-
ence must remain entirely cnnf ident iei-l
.
Keeping these fev; points in mind, if the proper
approach is made and the right attitude tov/ard the
v/ork is maintained throughout the investigation, there
should he no difficulty in securing any information
desired for school purposes.
This study proves that husiness is ready and
willing to assist in every way possihle and that
teachers can secure information from "business houses
regarding present prohlems which, if properly handled
in the classroom, can make their teaching very sig-
nificant. The solution of such prohlems should lead,
B-s it did in tr'e case of the investigator, to a "better
understanding of the business man's point of view.
9
CIJi.PTBR I
TIG PROBLEM

Pro"blein : To discover whether it is possible for a
teacher of coiTnercial su^bjects to secure from, a "bank
inside information vrhich "./ould give her a wider and
more significant knowledge of the sulDject and serve
as a basis for the "banking unit of v;ork in the
commercial field of education.
The problem arose out of a felt need for a
broader background for the teacher v;hich, in turn,
might be carried over into the classroom and result
in a better understanding of banking on the part of
the students.
From observations made in schools and, after
reading the banking units in various texts, it ap-
peared to the writer that the work needed vitalizing.
The real problems of the bank were not being discuss-
ed. The work centered around defining the veirious
kinds of banks - Commercial, Savings, Cooperative, etc
making out checks and deposit slips, and reading state
raent s
.
The value of this type of v;ork is not to be dis-
counted. It is very essential . It teaches the
mechanics of banking from the depositors' point of
c
view. It does not lead, however, to a fuller compre-
hension of the "bank and its functions.
It occurred to the v/riter that if it were posc-
ihle for the teacher to get into a "banking institu-
tion and study some phase or x-^i^ases of "banking from
the inside it might "be possi"ble to correlate the find
ings with the regular work and, having gained a hette
understanding, help the students to acquire the "broad
er vision of "banking which is so desira"ble.
Whether or not such an approach could "be made,
or such information secured v/as prohlema-t i cal , "but
worthy of investigation.
Procedure; The writer realized that it v/ould he nec-
essary to gain considera"ble "background information
regarding the various "branches of hanking "before con-
sulting with the officers of the institution in v/hich
the investigation was to he made.
In reading various hankers' magazines, it v/as
noted that the analj-sis of checking accounts v'ci s a
comparatively new phase of cost accounting in hanking
Since 905b of the hank's activity is in the checking
account department, hy far the largest numher of
people would he affected "bj any action taken there.

This, apparently, was &. live sulDject v;hich v/ould "be
interesting to students. An investigation in this
field was, therefore, decided upon as it seemed to
the v/riter t::o;.t it could "be comprehended "by high
school students, and would ''oe worthwhile and profit-
able in "broadening their viev/ of hanking.
The next step was to establish a connection with
the hank. Here a word of v/arning is necessary to
others attempting like investigations. The teacher
should go to the hank or "business house, only when
the problem is well defined. In this study the pro-
blem was in the form of a question, "Are the Charges
on Demand Deposits Justified?" buch a definite ques-
tion or a definite statement should be formulated
clearly in the mind of the investigator before approach-
ing the office"^s of the bank. A city bank is a large
institution with hundreds of employees and many de-
partments, and it is obvious that in one investigation
all departments cannot be covered. It is necessary,
therefore, to limit each investigation of this kind
to a problem v/hich can be handled in a reasonable
length of time. Other investigations may be m8.de
later, but if the problem is clearly defined it is
r
then possible for^ the cooperating agency to send the
teacher at once to the proper source of rnateria-1 v/ith
a minimum loss of effoi't and time.
In this instance the ¥/riter v/as introduced t)y one
of the officers of the hank to the head of the Analy-
sis Department. The prohlera v/as laid before him and
without hesitation v&„rious records were turned over
to help solve the problem.
All forms and supplies needed to aid in the in-
vestigation v/ere supplied by the ba,nk. All questions
arising during the study v/ere directed to the head of
the Analysis Department, but t?ic staff cooperated, ex-
plaining each process involved in analysis and aided
greatly in showing hov; the bank attempted to arrive
at an equitable charge on demand deposits. The suc-
cess of the investigation is due in a large measure
to this cooperation.
c
CE/iPTBK II
DSFINITIOII 0? TERMS
r
It v/ill help the reader of this paper to have
"before him a list of terms used, v/ith proper defini-
tions. Such a list follov/s, herev;ith:
DEj'IITITIOIT of TSR!Ib
Analysis De partme n
t
It is the duty of the analysis department to
analyze the accounts of the depositors to deterraine
^.^hich are profitable and which are losing accounts,
and make monthly reports to the officers.
Average Collected Balance
The average collected hals-nce is the amount of
loanable funds v/hich the hank has on hand, in a cer-
tain account, after deducting the 15^ for reserve and
any out of tov/n o'*" float items ¥/hich are uncollected.
Bank Check
A "bank check is a v/ritten order dravm "by a de-
positor upon his bank to pay a sum of money to a de-
signated party.
Bank Discount
Bank discount is interest paid in advance. Dis-
counting is the process of securing money on con'ner-
cial paper by payment of interest in advance.
c
Base Cost
The "base cost is the cost of maintaining an ac-
count on the "books of the l)ank v/hether the account is
active or not
.
Bill of Lading
A "bill of lading is an itemized statement of
goods shipped, s.nd a contract to transport them safe-
ly and make proper delivery at a stated place. The
possession of it gives the purchaser, or the person
to Y/hom the goods are shipped, a right to receive them.
Capital
The money invested in a "business "by an individual,
firm or company is called capital. It is that part of
wealth which is set apart and devoted to the produc-
tion of more wealth.
Cash
Cash is the "bank's most liquid asset. It repre-
sents on the "boo'Ks of the "bank the amount of currency,
coin, and gold held in the "bank's vaults.
Certified Checks
By ce-^tifying a check the hank gives notice that
it has charged the drav/er's account and has funds to
pay the check on presentation. Certifying a check at
f
the request of a holder makes it no longer the obli-
gation of the customer who drew, "but in fact the obli-
gation of the "bank.
Check Book
A check "book is a "book of "blank checks given to
the depositor \7hich he may use to draw on his deposit
when he pleases.
Checks Deposited
Checks deposited represent the checks received "by
the customer and deposited to his account.
Checks gaid
C>iecks paid are the checks issued "by the customer.
Clearing House
Generally, an association of "bankers, with an
office, v/herein representatives of its mem"bership
"banks meet daily and adjust and settle "balances of
"bank accounts with each other.
Clear-ing Eouse Exchanges
Clearing Eouse Exchanges are items drawn on local
"banks, members of the clearing house association,
which have been deposited or cashed for customers.
They are presented through the clearing house for pay-
ment and v/ill offset items received from banks that
c
are raem"bers of the clearing house.
Collection Item
A collection item is a general name in "banking
for a promissory note, draft, or check v/hich a "bank
holds for collection from another bank, or from an
individual
.
Commercial Paper
NegotialDle instruments calling for the payment o
money issued in the course of "business, as "bills of
exchange (drafts), promissory notes etc.
Demand Deposits
The item represents the sum of all the "balances,
carried by the "bank for depositors, paj'-alDle on demand
Deposit Tickets
Deposit tickets are the printed form.s upon v/hich
a depositor in a "bank enters the amount of checks,
money, etc., to "be placed to his credit in the "bank.
Draft
A draft is a v/ritten order drawn "by one party
called the drawer on another party called the drawee
fo^ the payment of money to a third part3'' called the
payee, the amount to "be paid from funds which the
drawee owes to the drawer.
c
Earnings
The earnings item is the amount of money earned
"by the "bank in loaning the loanalDle funds of the hank.
Float
Float is the actual time it takes for a check
to get to its destination and the returns to he re-
ce ived
.
Interest
Interest is the compensation paid for the use of
money
.
Loans
1. Demand loans are those payable on demand or
call
.
2. Time loans are those having a definite maturi-
ty.
Overdrafts
When a check is dravm on a bank and there are not
sufficient funds to the credit of the drav/er (issuer)
in the hank to meet it, the check is an overdra.ft--
the drav/er of the check has overdrawn his account.
Savings Deposits
These deposits are time deposits for the v/ith-
dra"-val of which notice may he required.

Surplus
ourplus is 'broacLly that which is left over. In
finance, the excess of revenues ove-^ expenditures.
Transit Checks
Transit checks are checks dravm on out of town
hanks. They require from tv/o to ten days to convert
into a.vailable cash or reserve depending upon the
place v;here they are payahle . These are also known
as "float" or "float items".
Undivided Profits
Undivided profits are those recently accumulated
earnings of the hank from v/hich additions to surplus
are made and dividends declared. This item represent
net profit after dividends.
4
CHAPT2R III
COST AC C QUITTING IN A BANK
c
Webster's Dictionary descrilDes a "bank as "an es-
talDlishment for the custody, loan, exchange or issue
of money as in facilitating the transmission of funds
hj drafts, checks, etc., discounting, and the like .
"
In a sense this is a complete definition of a
"bank and its functions. The difficulty lies in the
fact that the average person's knowledge of the bank
and "banking ends with the definition rather than "be-
gins v/ith it. To some a bank is merely a substantial
looking building. To others a bank is a set of fig-
ures. To still others it is a counting house with a
vault v/here money V7hich is left on deposit accumu-
lates interest in some mysterious wsty . It is unfor-
tunate that banks and banking are still mysterious
terras to the average individual.
What are the real functions of a bank? Henry
Ford, in a recent issue of the Corajriercial and Finan-
cial Chronicle tells us in simple, understandable
language v/hat a bank should be. He says, in part,
"A good bank is never a bonanza. It is never a 'gold
mine.' Never a get-rich-quick scheme. A good bank

has as its primary purpose the sai'e -guarding of its
depositors* I'unas ana "oheir use m forwarding the
vital functions of industry and comr^.erce. Its suc-
cess is in promoting the prosperity of its community.
The money that it earns is payment for services, not
a profit from, speculations carried on v/ith other
people's money."
That definition takes us "back a little in his-
tory to the first hanks and for v/hat purpose they
Mere estahlished. The story told in the Com-ercial
and Financial Chronicle is that "before "banks were
esta"blished people took their valua"bles to the monas-
teries and left them, vzith the priests for safekeeping
as the monasteries were less likelj"- to "be plundered.
Upon calling for their precious possessions the
owners gave the priests a reward in the form of gifts
for taking care of these articles. Some enterprising
people saw the possibilities of making a business of
safekeeping and the first banks v;ere established.
The fundamental idea behind these institutions was
the same as that which Mr. Ford states v;ould govern
the banks of today; that is, "the safe -guarding of
its depositors' funds." These banks expected to be
1. "Essentials of a Sound Banking System" Henry Ford
Goraraer. & Fin. Chron. 136:2555-6 Apr.
8
I
paid for tlie services they rendered and so todaj'- Mr.
Ford says "the money it earns is payment for services
not a profit from speculations carried on with other
people ' s money .
"
As a matter of fact what actuallj'' occurs under
"riot" or irresponsible hanking procedures is that
these first principles are forgotten. The purpose
"becomes prim.arily to earn large profits. Banking
"becomes speculative. The goal becomes more and
more accounts--quant ity rather than quality accounts-
for the purpose of gaining more funds for specula-
tion. Competition bet^7een banks for accounts be-
comes very keen. ITow competition is healthy v/hen it
is not cutthroat, that is, v/hen it does not reduce
profits below satisfactory levels. Plowever, the com-
petition carried on by many banks v/as not healthy
but it prospered because it reduced costs to borrow-
ers in the bank. These same borrov/ers did not real-
ize that while it reduced their banking costs, it
also reduced the safetj;- of their funds through v/eak-
ening the position of the depositaries."'' Irrational
competition of this sort v/ent on until failure of
the bank automatically corrected the situation.
1. "Preface to Cost Finding" A.J. Lunn- B. CI. House
14:12-13 S'50
•(
«
The responsilDility for this unsound economic
condition must "be placed upon both "banker and custom
er. Upon the banker because he had lost sight of
his objectives; stability and productiveness. He
had forgotten that his function was to protect the
deposits of his customers and to help industry and
comr^.erce move their products and services through
useful, economical channels. The responsibility
rests also upon the customer for being so short-
sighted and ignorant of economic principles as to
encourage this uneconomic, unsound condition by do-
ing business with a bank which v/as undermining its
very foundation by cutting prices.
When it became more and more apparent to the
bankers in 1928 and early in 1929 that their profits
were not as large as they had been, due to the re-
duction in dividend rates on many of their securi-
ties, they began to examine carefully for the first
time the status of their business. The average mer-
chant had knoY/n the cost of operating his business,
but the banker had not scrutinized his costs as
carefully. He began comparing his business with
other businesses, and found it was not unlike them.

He discovered that people paid quite willingly for
the services rendered "by the puhlic utilities com-
panies v/hile he had iDeen giving av/ay many thousands
of dollars in free services every year. He realiz-
ed, also, that this condition v/as not the fault of
the customer, "but was due to poor "business judgment
on his part. He had offered all of these services
free and invited his customers to partake of them
without stint.
How was he going to correct this situation?
The hv.nV.er v/ished to sell services at a profit, "but
he knew that in order to do this, he must know how
much it cost to make a loan, what it cost to produce
the checking account service, and the amount of oper-
ating expenses of various departments, as well as the
cost of handling a transit item. He also had to find
out his gross income from earning assets. All this
was essential information which he had to obtain be-
fore he could set a definite selling price on the
various services.
On looking the situation over he found that the
bank had certain duties v/hich it hs,d to perform, all
of which required capital. The follov/ing five items

cover these requirements :
-
1. Pay all the expenses of operation.
2. x^ay the stockholders a reasonatile dividend,
3. Set up reserves for unexpected losses.
4. Compensate officers and employees on the
basis of their actual work.
5. Add to surplus for future grov/th.
To carry out this program, he found he had two
main sources of income :-
"1. Income from earning assets.
2. iSale of services at a profit." ^
He realized that the first of these sources, "Income
from earning assets" had really "been his main source
and that he had done very little or nothing about
developing the second, ne discovered further that
if he could reduce expenses, increase operating ef-
ficiency, reduce losses to a ninirum and p-ain nevr
profitable business, ne jould tiian inc'-ease his
profits. Just how to turn these items into p-'^ofit
was still to be discove-^cd. buch discover:/" called
for a complete survey of tue i ollovTing :
-
1. An analysis of income and expense to
ascertain the cost of every oner'ation in
the bank
.
1. "Increasing Bank Profits" - 7;.E. Devlin - Bankers
Mag. 124:6257 June '32

2. A complete survey of lialDilities and.
re sources
.
3. Production research including job and
personnel studies.
4. Studies of financial management.
5. I'ethods of gaining nev; business.
In making an analysis of income and expense to
ascertain the cost of every operation in the bank,
the difficulty of allocating the "overhead" expense
to the proper department became apparent at once.
The manner in v/hich one bank attacked this
problem is interesting and enlightening.
The suggestions included here were not vvorked
out by the bank in v/hich the investigation "was carried
on, but by a group in a,nother large city bank in the
same city. It is included here in full as it v;ill not
be found anywhere in print in its entirety, and, there-
fore, is a desirable record as it gives such a com-
plete picture of the size of the problem which v/as
confronting the banker when he bep-an to delve into
costs and their allocation.
"The bugaboo of Overhead is t}ie perplexing pro-
blem co-'-'^^ront ing eve-'^v b-'n'^er -rho delves into the
•#
•
sulDject of Bsink Costs. It was with the thought of
eliminating the complexities prevalent in most cost
plans that the method described helov/ v/as worked out
by a group, v/ho are of the opinion thsit they ha,ve
cut the Gordian Knot of Overhead and can now present
a practical cost system applicable to almost any bank
regardless of size.
"In the strictly commercial department of any
bank there are two primary sources of earning power,
first the capital structure belonging to the share-
holders, and second the deposits left with the bank.
When a business of any sort is undertaken, those in-
itiating it expect to advance certain funds to fur-
nish a place of business, a capable Tnanagement and
necessary advertising and publicity. That is to say,
the shareholders expect to furnish a number of es-
sentials and look to business resulting therefrom
for their returns or, putting it in another v/ay , the
earning pov/er of the shareholders' money v/ill provide
the foundation and good will of the enterprise, while
the volume and conduct of business v/ill provide the
profit. Applying this theory to a bank, it seems
reasonable to assume that many expenses may be char-ged
#
to the income from the capital, surplus and undivid-
ed profits. For instance, in computing the cost of
handling checks it is rather stretching a point to
include in that figure e.ny part of the expense of
entertainment, advertising, or neiv "business solici-
tation, since the account is in no way "benefiting
therefrom and does not require a-ny such expenditures.
On the other hand, the nature of the "business in-
volves this expense and any "bank expects to meet it.
Consequently, it is part of the burden of the share-
holder in undertaking the "business to sta,nd these
items and he should pay for them from the return his
money earns. If the "bank is conducted proper Ij'',
there will "be profits from the deposits handled and
it is these profits which s-re a?/arded to the ovmer or
shareholder
.
"Thus we come to the conclusion that the income
from the capital structure meets certain expense
v;hile the income from the deposit "business meets dif-
ferent class of expense leaving a reasonable profit.
This method provides the means of arriving at per-
item costs which v/ill be absolute, or in other words,
eliminates from item costs the general over'head which
•#
at iDest can only iDe di ctr i^outed lay estimate.
"The matter of an investment cost or the cost of
converting the depositors' money into earning assets
has received our careful consideration and study.
"It is axiomatic that a "bank must put its depos-
its to v7ork in order to render banking service to its
depositors. Although a savings "bank can invest its
deposits in securities and long term loans at a mini-
mum of cost, a commercial bank must stand ready at
all times to meet the demands of commerce and in-
dustry if it is to serve the purpose for which it is
founded. The depositor of a commercial bank should
realize these facts and therefore v/ould be v/illing
to assume in one way or another the cost of invest-
ing his money.
"Most banks that have gone into this subject
are applying an investment cost di^-ectly against each
customer's account in proportion to his balance. We
have simplified the application of the investment
cost by reducing the gross income from, losms and in-
vestments by the opera.ting cost of the Loan and
Credit Department, plus a reasonable sum to cover
normal losses, thus arriving at a lower average yield
#
rats to "be used in computing the income on loanalDle
funds. In justification of this method v;e would
point out that "banks usua,lly charge higher rates on
loans that give them more v/ork, such as collateral
loans, the discounting of a nuinl^er of small l)ills re-
ceiva"ble, small loans in general that require as much
time as the larger ones, and particularly loans that
involve greater risks and demand more attention on
the part of the officials, and consequently "by reduc-
ing the gross income in the manner previously stated
we olDtain an average yield rate that more closely
approximates the return on the highest grade comm.er-
cial loans. Losses are sustained in almost every
line of endeavor and as the husiness man must adjust
his prices to cover such eventualities so must the
"banker take this into consideration in quoting his
rates.
"From the foregoing it v/ill "be seen that "before
computing the activity and investment costs it is
necessary to go over the expense records and classi-
fy as Overhead all expense v/hich cannot "be definite
-
ly allocated to a particular type of item. This
classification ^7ill designate as activity costs the

salaries, rent, supplies, and depreciation on equip-
ment and certe.in sundry expenre of such department as
Collection, Coupon, Check Teller, Transit, Bookkeep-
ers, Paying and Receiving Tellers, and Analysis, and
as investment costs the s;;,me types of expense from
the Loan Eaid Credit Departments,
"TTe have found from the figures of several "banks
that the total of all this Overhead expense, thus ar-
rived at, is less than the amount earned on Capital,
Surplus, and Undivided Profits and so "by applj'-ing our
theory all overhead can he eliminated from the calcu-
lations of costs.
"In talking v/ith a customer regarding an analy-
sis of his account the hank can positively assure him,
under this plan, that the activity costs are not
loaded and he is not paying for high priced furniture
in the officers' space, nor for gold leaf on the wall
and ceilings, nor for automohiles
,
advertising, nev/
business solicitation and general administrsit ive of-
ficers' salaries and similar expense that are of no
"benefit to him and in v/hich he is not in the least
intere sted
.
"Let us next discuss the manner of arriving at
•i
the activity or direct costs, toiiching first on the
"base cost, a "bank has a certain number of a.c;counts
on its hooks. For each account it is required to
maintain a name on its ledgers, furnish a monthly
statement and provide for the deposit and v/ithdrav/al
of funds. Allowing each account a minimum of acti-
vity, say tv/o entries per month, it is found that it
v;ould he necessary to have at least one or tv/o hook-
keepers, one teller, one statement clerk and one
proof clerk, although in a small hank possihly one or
two persons could handle all of this minimum activity.
This force ./ould require a minimum amount of space
and certain equipment. By taking the total expense
of this skeleton organization and pro-rating it among
all the depositors' a,ccounts \7e arrive at a hase cost
for each account.
"Since this theoretical minimum of activity is
never actually realized, and additional help, space,
equipment and supplies are required to care for the
regular volume of "business, there arises an activity
cost over and ahove the base cost. This actii^ity
cost may be found by figuring the total cost of any
one department and deducting the amount used as base
•#
•
cost in this department. The difference iDetween this
total cost and the iDase cost should then "be divided
hy the nurater of items above the minimum activity to
arrive at the per item activity cost.
"In figuring transit and out-going clearing
costs it might he found th3,t som.e items require more
handling than others. For instance, if some items
must he run tv/ice, v/hile others need only "be listed
once, the cost per item should he found 'by dividing
the total cost of the department by the number of
listings necessary rather than by the number of items.
After thir^ unit cost is found, the per -item cost may
be found by multiplying the unit cost by the number
of listings required. In figuring the cost of a de-
partment only the direct salaries, rent, supplies,
depreciation of furniture and equipment and a few
special items such as telephone, postage and supper
money, should be included.
"Thus to compute costs it becomes necessary to
keep an accurate count of items handled in each de-
partment every business day of the year. There is
a ds-nger that the clerks in some departments m.ight
falsify their counts to make it appear that they are

doing more v/ork than the others in the same depart-
ment and v;e suggest that all items he counted by one
reliable person to avoid the possibility of any
padding
.
"The salaries should he divided by departments
each month thus making them readily available at any
time for cost purposes.
"In determining the amount of rent to be charged
against the various departments it vvill first be nec-
essary to figure the area occupied by each department
and them make a charge of so much per square foot.
Space on the street floor is of course more valuable
than second floor or basement space. In computing
the space used by the tellers a reasonable amount of
public space should be included. In cases where a
bank occupies its own building it might be v/ell to
have a local real estate man give an estimate of the
amount of rent the bank v/ould have to pay for its
quarters if the building v/ere ovmed by another. This
charge for rent should be figured to include building
maintenance expense, real estate taxes, heat, light
and pov/er.
"If the banking quarters are rented the exact

rental cost is known so that only such maintenance
expense, heat, light and power as the "bank is requir-
ed to pay need be added to the rental "before deter-
mining the rentzil chargeable to each department.
"Supplies should he figured on the cost of such
supplies as are requisitioned. A simple way v;ould
he to keep a card lo^ each form carried in stock,
showing the quantities ordered, the price per item
or other unit, and the quantities requisitioned.
Bach department should fill out a requisition blank
for supplies ordered. Space should be provided on
these requisitions for the cost per item or per unit,
to be taken from the stock card, and the total cost.
By pricing the requisition in this v/ay and filing
them by department, by months, they will always be
available for cost figures.
"Depreciation on equipment and furniture should
be calculated on the basis allowed on the federal tax
return. A depreciation record must be kept for tax
purposes and it is but very little extra work to keep
it be departments.
"Telephone costs might best be figured bj'- divid-
ing the total cost by the numbers of instruments.

"It v/ill "be necessary to estinate the amount of
postage used in sending out transit letters, collec-
tions p.nd advices.
"A record of supper money may be kept, "by de-
partment, in connection v;ith the reguls.r expense
analysis book.
"To determine the average earning rates of in-
vested funds, it is suggested that a daily record be
kept of the amount of funds invested in loans and se-
curities, either shovjing the various types separs^tely
or bulking them.. At the end of any given period the
am.ount of income derived from such sources should be
divided by the da,ily average invested fund to give
the avei^age yield, as previously stated, 7/e further
reduce this average yield by deducting the operating
cost of the Loan and Credit Departments and a reason-
able amount to cover normal losses from the gross in-
come on loans and securities.
"After obtaining the base cost of an account
and the activity costs of the several kinds of items
handled, and charging the Overhead to the income re-
ceived on the shareholders' money, we come to the
question of what return the shareholder's should ex-

pect from depositors' funds.
"Many "banks figure that they are entitled to a
profit of from If^ to 1^% on the average collected
"balance of each depositor. '.Vhile this may be accept-
ed fact within the "banking fraternity, still there is
no reason v:r_y the depositor should 8.ccept it as a
criterion unless the "bank can justify'' the reasona"ble-
ness of requiring a "balfmce that v;ill allov/ such a
profit
.
"The matte ^ might "be approached somewhat as
follov;s: Certainly the investor in the shares of the
"bank hopes for at least 65^ on his investment, to he
paid either as a dividend or to Eiccumulate with the
"bank in the surplus account, thus enhancing the value
of his holdings. If this v/ere not true the investor
might "better place his funds in some other "business.
If v/e take 6^ of the average C8,pital, surplus and un-
divided profits for the 3'-ear and divide it "by the
total average collected deposits for the same period
the resulting percentage v/ould indicate v;hat should
"be a fair return on a-ny account.
"If the ratio of deposits to capital, surplus
and undivided profits is 5 to 1, the resulting per-
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centage will "be 1.2^^, a ratio of 4 to 1 , the per-
centage is 1,5"/^, Few "banks have a stronger ratio
than 4 to 1. At a ratio of 6 to 1, the percentage
is If,, In computing the ratio of deposits to capi-
tal funds of a bank having a savings department it
v/ould "be well to ignore the strictly savings ac-
counts and use only the deposits of the conuner cial
department. The reason for this is the savings de-
posits actually require little or no capital and a
"bank with a large savings department might find its
ratio as high as 10 to 1 if the savings deposits
were used in the ratio calculation,"
This plan shows the effort made on the part of
the "banker to a^^rive at an equita"ble means of allo-
cating expenses so that the customers of the check-
ing account service v/ould not feel that they were
carrying the whole "burden of the expense of running
the "bank.
The various "banks throughout the country worked
individually on their own pro"bleras "but the first con-
certed action came in Karch of 1929. Mr. Craig B.
Hazle./ood, President of the American Bankers Associ-
ation of Chicago, Illinois, called it a "pioneer
1. This plan was given in confidence and v/as not re-
vealed for general use. For that reason the name
of the "bank is withheld.

gathering" \rhen he addressed the Conference, "because
no similar gathering devoted exclusively to the sub-
ject of concner cia-1 "bank raanageraent v/as ever "before
assembled
.
At this conference "The Objective of Sound
Commercial Banks" v;as outlined bj'- Mr. H. TT . Stronck,
who pointed out that from the point of view of the
depositor, stockholder, bo:"^ov7ing customer and per-
Sonne 1, the object is "an ably managed bank." Ee
stated that commercial banking had reached the point
where careful study of costs, administration and
losses m.ust be the guiding spirit of the a.dm.inistra-
tive officers. He added further that in a recent
survey made the indications v/ere that in one year's
ope-ations of comm.ercial banks in this country the
earnings on the net invested capital were about 4.58
per cent on actual commercial operations, and that
one could put one's money in any bond issue and get
better returns on it than by operating a commercial
bank strictly on a commercial basis.
Upon investigation it v;as f o .nd that the check-
ing account services v/ere costing the banks thousands
of dollars, and one banker calls it "the biggest
Proceedings-Bank Management Conference 1929-30-31 Vol.
II II II II II II II tl

leak.""^ Any action to place a cha-^ge for services
on a checking account affects "by far the largest
numher of the "bank's depositors. Eov/ever, the ser-
vice charge was "being advocated more and more by
bankers generally and many showed evidence of re-
marka"ble gains after having made the charge, hut the
great question in the minds of many "bankers was \7hat
a justifia"ble charge v/ould "be.
One "bank worked out the follov/ing schedule of
costs.
COST i^IGURSS FO^-^ AImALYoIS PURPOSES
Deposit Ticket $.04
Checks in deposits .005
Counter Check .04
Collection Items .22
Coupons .005
Certify a check .14
To make up Payrolls in Envelopes
(per envelope) .006
Cost of Counting Bills (per hour) .79
Checks Paid through Clea^'ing .03
Deposits made for account of
Correspondent Banks .07
Issue Cashier's or Other Check .13
Base Cost .30
(These costs were given in confidence and taken
directly from the bank in which the investiga-
tion was made. Therefore, the name of the bank
is v/ithheld.)
And this leads us to the analysis of checking
accounts, to find out what services are required in
1. "The Biggest Leak '.Vas Plugged" - K.A. Morgan -
Am. B. Assn. J. 23:739 F'50.

handling the checking account and v/hat these ser-
vices actually cost the hank. If the "bank htis lost
money on an account it has not "been the fault of the
customer. The "banks offered services free and the
customer accepted them. The hank did not complain
and the customer was unaware that another account
was prohahly carrying the burden of his account in
the "bank. The customer would have "been willing to
correct the situation had he known that the services
rendered him v/ere really a drain upon the "bank's
assets and v/ould finally result in the failure of the
hank
.
Checking account costs brought to light by one
banker v/ere as follov/s;-
1. Cost of Equipment - including ledger cards,
signature cards, statement forms, bookkeep-
ing machines, filing cabinets and sundry
forms
.
2. Check books, pass books, deposit slips,
check book holders, cost of printing special
checks
.
3. Approximately 90^ of the bank floor space
devoted to this service, carrying v/ith it a
r€
like percentage of rent and taxes.
4. Postage for nailing sto.teraents , etc.
5. Salaries.
6. Burglary.
7 . Loss on Float
.
8. Small ra^te of interest on reserve "balances or
no interest eit all.
There is general agreement that a charge should
"be made on the checking account for services "but how
much had not "been decided v/?ien some "banks adopted a
flat rate fee; that is, a charge of fifty cents,
seventy-five cents, or one dollar per month v/as made
on balances v;hich went "belov/ a certain figure set "by
the "bank. The charge and the minimum "balance figure
varied with the different "banks. The injustice of
the flat rate charge v;ill "be more clearly seen v;hen
v/e actually make an analysis of accounts. The indi-
vidual is not paj^ing for the services rendered him hy
the bank hut is being penalized for keeping too small
an average "balance. As a matter of fact analysis has
shown that some la-^ge accounts v/hich v/ould not have
"been taxed under this system v/ere really a loss to
the "bank "because of the unusual activity of the
1. "Figuring Checking Account Costs" - J. L. Dart -
3£i,nkers Magazine 124-135-8 F'52.

account.
To discover just 7/hat the status of some accounts
was, one large city 'oa.nK analyzed some two hundred and
fifty a-ccounts m 1931. This bank, like so many
others, was not yet convinced of the value of analysis
ana as a result they analyzed only eighteen accounts
m the first seven montns of the year, whereas, two
hundred and thirty-two accounts were analyzed m the
last five months. The increase m the number of ac-
counts analyzed indicates that the bank savir the value
of analysis ana oegan to emploj'' it more and more, m
its everyday business. Ho definite procedure was
followed m the selection of the accounts but most
of them were recomnienaea to the Analysis Department
for analysis by various members of the bank staff.
f
CHAPTER IV
AN ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMERS' ACCOUITTS
I
In this investigation the v/riter analyzed the
same t'u'o hundred and fifty accounts that had "been
re coTriTiended to the "bank for analysis. The same pro-
cedure was follov;ed as v/as used "by the "bank. The
same figures v/ere used on "earnings" and the various
per-item "costs" and taken directly from accounts.
They represent, therefore, the actual condition of
tv/o hundred fifty accounts in 1951 "before the "bank
had rr.ade any charges for services.
The form on the next page shows the standard
form used by t?ie bank for analysis purposes. The
writer v;as supplied v/ith forms enough to carrj^ on the
investigation, and v/as able, therefore, to make out
an individual form for each account and give the ori-
ginal data as taken from the bank's record.
The original record of the bank had the custom.-
er's name out when making the analysis of the vc.rious
accounts it was thought best to omit the name since
it would add. nothing and might cause som.e adverse
criticism.
The month ana year ^/ere retained m each case,
r)ecause the various forms, wnen finally assembled,
showed the distribution of accounts analyzed through-
out the v/hoie year.
c
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•
fc>ample of Form Used In Analj^sis
Both By the Bank and the Investigator
For This V/ork.
Analysis of Account
Average collected balance ^Z.
Earnings on above
Loss :
Interest paid
J 7 deposits ^ eBch
j2 A7;z^ _checks paid s Sj^ each
f]f'-j3 checks deposited @ each
Month of ^fni^ ff^/
coupons deposited ^ each
collections e 2^j2^ etch
base cost
Cost of checks (printing)
Total cost
Earnings
7 ^4
77_
7/
(
The amount of the "average coiiectecL balance"
IS specified on this form as "2.". According to the
system used by the bank, this is m reality ^2,000.
$5,U00 is listed as 5. and ;.)14,5U0 as 14.5. Any
amount under 31,000, as for exam.ple ;|?200, is listed
as .2 and amounts under .^100 are written out in full
v/ith the dollar sign - for example, 037, to distin-
guish It from. :)57,000, which is listed as 37.
The average collected balance is the average
amount of loanable funds which the bank had on hand
for the entire month, after deducting the 15^ reserve
and any float items which v/ere uncollected by the end
of the m.onth.
The bank is allowed by law to loan only 85^ of
the average collected balance; 15^^ is required "by law
to be set aside as a reserve. The bank further pro-
tects itself by deducting the amount of the float
items, because float is in the nature of a loan it-
self. A customer who deposits a check drawn on a
bank some distance from, the city of deposit, and then
im.' -ediately draws upon the deposit is really asking
the bank to lend him the money until that float item
IS collected. Some of these float items take from

tv/0 to ten days to collect. Under these circum-
stances, it v/ill be readiljr seen that the bank must
make some provision on its records to deduct these
items from loanable funds. \Je snail see later that
"bankers have concluded that, if these out of town
items are to be handled, they must be compensated for
by the customer at the rate of a regular loan. That
is, they v7ould require the customer to -p&j interest
at the rate of 6^ per annum for the time it takes to
collect an item on the basis that it is really a loan
by the local bank to the customer until the item has
"been collected.
"Earnings on Above" is the amount of income it
was possible for the bank to earn on the invested
$2000 average collected balance. The earnings for
the m.onth of January on this particular account
were ;,"^5.79.
It will be noted on this form that "interest
paid" shows no item of interest having been paid. At
this time it was the custom of the bank to pay inter-
est only on checking accounts which showed a profit,
"but since this slip shows a considerable loss, no
interest v/as paid. This item would not appear on any

account at the present tine as the Bank Act of 1933,
passed by Congress and. signed by the President on
June 16, prohibited the payment of interest on deraand
deposits. The notice sent out t)y a Boston bank
foliov/s
:
June 21, 1933.
To Our Depositors:
The Bank Act of 1933 recently passed by Congress
and signed by the President on June 16 provides in part as
follows
:
"No member bank shall directly or indirectly by any
device whatsoever pay any interest on any deposit
which is payable on demand."
We regret therefore to advise you that under the terms
of this Act we are obliged to discontinue the payment of
interest on all demand deposit accounts effective on and after
June 16, 1933.
"Deposits" IS the numher of actual individual
deposits made at the bank. The figure "37" is arriv-
ed at hy counting the total numher of deposit slips
m t/:- name of this one customer, for a period of one
month. The bank has discovered through cost account-
ing that It costs approximately to handle each
deposit slip that comes through the v/mdov; of the
hank teller.
(%
(%
The figure "2272" on "checks paid" is the total
numlDer of checks issued "by the customer and returned
to the bank for payment, in any one month. The cost
of handling each such iten is approximately 3s^, ac-
cording to the hank.
"Checks deposited" represents the numher of
cnecks received by the customer, the receipts from
which v/ere deposited to his account. The figure
"1473" is the number of checks deposited on all de-
posit tickets made out "by the customer. The cost of
each such iten is each.
"Coupons"
,
of v/hich there v/ere none m this ac-
count, represents the coupons clipped from bonds by
customers and deposited v/ith the bank for collection.
The cost per item here as sho\'7n is each.
"Collections" are those items v/hich, for some
reason or other, the "bank v;iii not accept as cash.
If there is any question v/hether a check or draft
will "be honored, the "bank puts it through for "collec-
tion." This procedure is usually taken at the re-
quest of the customer and means that the funds will
not be credited to the account of the customer until
they have been received at the bank of deposit. For

tJ"ie extra handling there is a cost to the "bank of ap-
proxinately 22 f/ on each item.
"i3ase Cost" is a fixed charge of 'bOd on each ac-
count. It is assumed the bank that it costs at
least If/ a day to carrj'' an account whether or not it
is active. This item is also known as a "maintenance"
cost
.
"Cost of Checks (Printing)" represents an attempt
on the part of the "bank to allocate the expense of
certain kinds of printing to the checking account, and
m particular to the account incurring the expense.
It will "be noted there is no amount charged on this
sample form, as the scheme had not been thoroughly
enough v/orked out at this time to permit application.
It was, hoY/ever, put into practice before the end of
the year along the following lines;
A per-item cost was worked out from the printer's
"bill. The total cost of each cla,ssif icat ion of print-
ing--checks, deposit slips, pass books, signature
cards, etc.--\7as divided by the tot8,l number of items
in each class, to find the cost per item. As the
checks, deposit slips, etc. were returned to the hank
for handling m the regular routine of business, the

cost on a per item basis was charged as a loss against
the customer's a.ccount. This explanation is given,
even though there '.vas no cho.rge on this form, because
such items do appear on the summary sheets v/hich
f ollov>r.
If the account were profitalDle to the "ba,nk , the
total cost of activitjT- ana maintenance would be small-
er than the earnings on the average collected balance.
On this sa-raple the total cost is much larger than the
earnings on the average collected balance and, there-
fore, it represents a loss to the bank. The word
"loss" v/as not printed on the analysis sheet and had
to be v/ritten m. The bank, evidently, was over-
opt imisti c .
The charts which follow m the next few pages
show a sumriiary of the accounts analyzed accoraing to
the months m which tne analysis was made. Full de-
tails are given regarding each account. These de-
tails were transferred from the original two hundred
and fifty analysis sheets to make it easier to follov;
the information securea. An attempt has been made to
set up m a unified form all of the details to facil-
itate their handling for further analysis. it would
•
be necessary for a teacher or student intending to
make use ot* the data for classroom v/ork to have such
details of the data as are given here. Individual
analysis of accounts and comparisons of profita^ble
and unprofitable accounts would be impossible v/ithout
such information. Therefore, the talDles are most
essential
.
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ACCOUNTS AlIALYZED
FOB. TEE !MONTHS OV
JAilUARY, FEBRUARY, I'lARCH, APRIL, MAY AI^ID JUNE
1931.
A.V, Col. iiiamings Service interest
Balance charge Paid
jjeposits uhecks pd. Checks dep. Coupons Collect- Base uost of Total
w 49? ea. t> Sj^ ea, -g^ ea. ^ ea. ions u 22^^ Cost Print- (Jost
No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost ing
Profit Loss
$ 2,000
2,000
1.500
# 5.79
5.79
2.87 .15
37 ^>1.48 2272 1^68.16
19 .76 1840 55.20
10 .40 56 1.63
January
1473
39
47
^7.36
.20
.24
2 ^ ,44 I .30
.30
.30
$77.74
56.46
2.77 f »io
m.95
50.67
# 5,300 vl4.45 •if .15 66 $2.64 4168§125.04 1559 :;?7.80 2 § .44 '4 .90 $136.97 $ .10 ^122.62
ip 1,300
1.400
# 3.45
3.75
27
7
fl.08
.28
872 ^26.16
660 19.80
FEBRUiiRY
864
7
^.32
.04
5 ii.io .30
.30
* 32.96
20.42
$ 29.48
16.67
^5 2,700 $ 7.23 34 ^.51.36 1532 ;;p45.96 871 #4.36 5 ;^1.10 * .60 $ 53.38 ^ 46.15
$ 1,100
1,300
6.000
^ 3.10
3.66
15.62
28 ^1.12 726 i#21.78
4 .16 571 17.13
31 1.24 401 12.03
Li A R C ii
766 4^3.83
4 .02
478 2.39
3 $ .66
2 .44
$ .30
.30
fgO
$27.69
17.61
3.6t40
$ 24.59
13.95
.78
# 8,400 |i22.38 63 #2.54 1698 ;i?50.94 1248 ^6.24 5 ^1.10 .90 $ 61.70 ^ 39.32
APRIL
f 800
2.900
* 2.03
7.35
3
27
$ ,12
1.08
454 113.62
400 12.00
3
602
f .02
3.01 4 # .88
5 .30
.30
f 14.06
17.27
* 12.03
9.92
1 3,700 $ 9.38 30 ?1.20 854 §25.62 605 #3.03 4 # .88 .60 $ 31.33 21.95
$ 5,100
46.300
$13.28
126.93 §38.10
4
21
$ .16
.84
504 #15.12
105 3.15
LI
4
111
A Y
f .02
.57
.30
.30 # .53
f 15.60
43.49 v83.44
2.32
#51.400 iil40.21 ^38.10 25 609 :riil8.27 117 # .59 # .60 § .53 # 59.09 $83.44 # 2.32
$ 5,600
5.700
§ 13.96
14.20
23
2
§ .92
.08
706 #21.18
1218 36.54
J U N J£
446 ;?2.23
2 .01
1 $ .22 .30
.30
24.85
36.93
10.89
^2.73
#11,300 # 28.16 25 #1100 1924 #57.72 448 $2.24 1 # .22 # .60 $ 61.78 # 33.62

i45.
ACCOUNTS ANALYZED i'OR THE JMONTH OF JULY
1931.
1
Av. Col. Earnings Service Interest
Balance charge paid
$ 700
1500
1600
S8QQ
ueposits
& ea.
No. Cost
Checks pd.
3^ ea.
No. Cost
Checks dep. Coupons Collect- aase Cost of
<Q ea. & ea. ions w 22^ Cost Print-
Total
Cost
Profit
IMO. Cost No. Cost m. Cost ing
$1.82
3.86
4. IS
7.gS
2 # .08
27 1.08
4 .16
22 i,Qg
16
409
381
129
$ .48
12.27
11.43
gt87
15 $ .08
401 2.00
4 .02
126 .65
3 $ .66
26 5t72
.30
.30
.30
.50
.14
1.05
$1.08
16.31
11.91
12.63
.74
Loss
112.45
7.79
5.35
$6600 #17.08 60 #2.40 955 $28.05 546 ^?2.73 29 §6,38 $1.20 ..17 #41.93 .74 #25.59

rACCOUNTS ANALYZED FOR THE
MONTE OF AUGUST
1931.
Av. Col. Earnings Service Interest Deposits Checks pd. Checks dep. Coupons Collect- Base uost of Total i^ofit Loss
Balance Charge paid @ 4$^ ea. @ S^f ea. ea. e "1^ ea. ions © 22^; Coat Print- Cost
No. oost No. Cost J^IO. Cost Wo. Cost No. Cost ing
$ £00 $ .51 .lo yi $ <o. to AP. U<< iP .30 $ .82 4 4.03 1 3.52
T AOX.U<^ XX AA PA . lo X. . ux 'ZA.OU .10 1 AO A C• OO
ouu L»c f xo . r <5 Oo 1 i^A1. f^t O ^ '^A 1 *S PP nCA.OU .Ol "Z Q'Z.O . OO P CA<o •DO
rUU X. (V X AA. U4t p/1 HP X AT.ux "ZA.OU 1 AOX .u / K no>S> . rc
OUU OP. yc PA AA AiX40 pp • OU .lo p PPO . fie • lo
oUU O .1<^ AOU QA.yu AA 'ZA.00 P'Z X .oy AR
yuu O ''.A lo i=;p QAoU P AA 1 Qxy T A.lU ntA.00 A AA 1 OA1. ^4
J. , J.UU
aO PA 4DO 14.00 o Af^ 'ZA.00 1 IP l«i .Ol
1 i>nnL
,
<iUU AA ^ AP^ IX A Ayo P oo A Q4y Pf^ 'ZA.00 •7 QP0 . y<^ PA
X , OUU O .OA . 11 <54 . 7<i 'ZA•00 PA l.OO 1 QQi.yy
X , DUU O.OO OA 1 A/l1.04 <cOO D.OO 1 PA TIcyl A /I G0 .46 T OP1 CCA.30 T 1 AP11. OC oc AAc0.o4 PI PIcl.ol
l,bOO /I AO4.0o .24 5 .<;0 1(^ .36 13 .07 .30 1.17 O AT6.91
1 nAA1, 700 4.o4 on.27 .Oc 4 .12 c .01 •30 .18 .96 o.o8
1 QAA1 , oUU A KA 3 .12 28 .84 3 .02 .30 PC• <C0 T CZl.OO 'Z A Ao.Od
2,000 5.10 29 1.16 173 5.19 144 .72 1 .22 •30 7.59 2.49
2,000 5.10 .42 7 .28 48 1.44 16 .08 •30 .36 2.88 2.22
2,200 5.61 .50 26 1.04 72 2.16 574 2.87 22 4.84 .30 .40 12.11 6.50
2,600 6.64 .66 11 .44 47 1.41 102 .51 .30 .28 3.60 3.04
2,700 6.89 .70 12 .36 .30 .06 1.42 5.47
3,000 7.66 22 .88 454 13.62 411 2.06 1 .22 .30 17.08 9.42
3,600 9.19 51 2.04 186 5.58 130 .65 29 6.38 .30 1.51 16.46 7.27
4,300 10.97 1.42 6 .24 47 1.41 17 .09 •30 .35 3.81 7.16
4,400 11.23 1.43 10 .40 21 .53 11 .06 .30 .19 3.01 8.22
6,000 15.31 2.10 18 .72 561 16.83 643 3.22 •30 2.69 25.86 10.55
7,000 17.87 2.80 2 .08 20 .60 8 .04 .30 .15 3.97 13.90
7,000 17.87 2.53 7 ,28 420 12.60 9 .05 .30 15.76 2.11
16,400 41.86 25 1.00 39 1.17 82 .41 .30 .35 3.23 38.63
43,400 110.77 18.43 3 .12 10 .30 4 .02 .30 .13 19.30 91.47
69,700 177.89 29.56 23 .92 20 .60 24 .12 .30 .65 32.15 145.74
$190,800 ii,>486.96 ^61.22 366 #14.64 3308 ^99.24 3680 ^18.48 55 #12.10 $ 8.70 $21.98 §236.36 $330.47 §79.87

47.
1
ACCOUlITd AlIALYZBD FOR THE J
MONTH 01' SEPTEMBER
1931. 1
i
Av. Gol. Earnings Service Interest Deposits Cheeks pd. Checks dep. Coupons Collect- Base Cost of Total Profit Loss
Balance Charge Paid 452f ea. ^ 39? ea. g?? ea. © ^ ea. ions Cost Print- Cost
No. Cost No . Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost ing
$ 200. <^ . 51 iil.OO 13 4 .52 29 § .87 41 % .20 .3 .30 3 .26
400. 1.02 1 .04 7 .21 1 .01 .30 .02 -58 S .44
700. 1.79 6 •24 56 1.68 9 .04 .30 .55 2.81 1.02
700. 1.78 1 .04 4 .12 -30 .04 -50 1.29
900. 2,30 15 .60 76 2.28 16 ,08 -30 .68 3-04 1 fiA
1,000. 2.55 15 .60 75 2.25 89 .45 -30 fin X .
1.100. 2.81 $ .05 15 .60 71 2.13 . o± p A. 7"^ 1 QP
1,100. 2,81 .05 2 .08 40 1.20 2 .01 .30 .98 2.62 1 Q
1,800. 3.06
- .07 6 .24 68 2.04 42 X .oo . oo
1 , 500
.
3.83 9 .36 nI 4.1
. <su '\C\.ou 1 1 <>, t\j
1 , 800 4.60 .33 20 .80 20 .60 .OU 1 O & ,"±0 5> 1
A
1 , 800
•
4-60 5 .20 15 .45 34 .17 •oO 1 n.13 m etc0.35
1,900. 4,85 6 .24 104 3.12 10 .05 .30 .63 4.34 .51
1,900. 4.85 6 .24 992 29.76 6 .03 .30 30.33 25.48
1,900. 4.85 24 .96 176 5.28 55 .27 .30 1.28 8,09 3.24
2,000. 5.11 .04 6 .24 35 1.05 22 .11 .30 .30 2.04 3.07
2,100. 5.36 27 1.08 313 9.39 640 3.20 1 .22 .30 14,19 8.83
2,200. 5.6E 10 .40 44 1.32 11 .05 .30 .24 2.31 3.31
2,600. 6.64 26 1.04 110 3.30 1486 7.43 .30 2.09 14.16 7.52
2,800. 7.15 .76 2 .08 21 .63 IE .06 .30 .07 1,90 5.25
3,100. 7.92 26 1.04 25 .75 1198 5.99 .30 8.08 .16
3,600. 9.19 1.08 24 .96 180 5.40 531 2.65 .30 1.12 11.51 2.32
5,900. 15.07 25 1.00 911 27.33 1173 5.86 1 .22 .30 34.71 19.64
6,200. 15.83 7 .28 21 .63 17 .08 .30 .11 1.40 14.43
7,100. 18.13 2.50 6 .24 212 6.36 6 .03 .30 2.12 11.55 6.58
8,200. 20.94 23 .92 521 15,63 1253 6.26 ,30 23.11 2.17
17,100. 43,66 7.01 22 .88 34 1,02 68 .34 .30 .31 9,86 33.80
181,000. #206,84 $1.00 $11.89 348 $13.92 4167 ^125.01 6975 #34.85 5 11.10 §8.10 $12.10 ;^206.97 $77.06 $76.19

48.
ACCOUNTS ANALYZED FOR THE
MONTH OF OCTOBER
1931.
It. Col. jKaniings ^Service Interest Deposits Checks pd.
Balance Charge paid <& 4$/ ea. © Sy; ea.
Checks dep.
© ea.
Coupons Collectr Base
& ^ ea. ions <te 22yf Cost
Cost of
Print-
Total
Cost
Profit Loss
No. Cost No. No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost
300 ^ .73 6 1 .24 62 •S> 1.86 11 <ii> .06 § .30 .53 § 2.99 $ 2.26
300 .73 2 .08 39 1.17 15 •08 .30 •37 2.00 1.27
500 1.22 14 .56 45 1.35 37 .19 .30 2.40 1.18
600 1.47 1 .04 9 .27 1 •01 .30 .08 .70 1 .77
700 1.71 14 .56 53 1.59 63 .32 •30 2.77 1.06
800 1.96 2 .08 22 • 66 2 .01 .30 1.05 .91
800 1.96 11 .44 44 1.32 69 .35 •30 •39 2.80 .84
1000 2.45 11 .44 47 1^41 71 • 36 .30 •28 2.79 .34
1100 2.69 % , .05 25 1.00 93 2.79 210 1.05 .30 .61 5,80 3.11
1200 2,94 .11 6 .24 /» A64 T O O1.92 79 A O.40 .30 .43 3,40 .46
1200 <s,94 31 1.24 232 6 .96 1154 r— FTn5.77 .30 O A A2.44 16.71 13.77
T loo1300 3.18 .16 OO20 .80 76 2.28 69 .35 .30 •55 4.44 1.26
1300 3.19 .15 1 .04 10 .30 1 .01 •30 •30 1.11 2.08
xouu .ou X^t RA.Oo 1 HAXUd O . Xo 1 AXO AQ OtA.OU •VO o»o ( X
X f uu ^ . XD •Oo <^o OP OU P AA XOU "71=; • OU • f\) X . M »y
% . OO • OO A 1 A. XO AA 1 PA 111XXX . OO "XA.OU pp• AC ? 79 X.O<7
O .OV 1 '\AX.04I: 1 A. XO rzO AO p; ADo . do 'XA.oU P 19 P?
O . Oft •oO Q .OO KA 1 KAX.OO OO .43 fZA.oO .OO 99O % I 1 1 P9X . o r
<J . . /X X / AP.OO 1 AAXU4 'X IPo . Xc "^A »L( '^A.OU AP. OO O « OO •
IPo . x<c PA 1 A/1 1 c;aXOU A KA 1 APXU& .Ox ^A.OU O ,OO 23
RIP0 • Xc^ Od "1 OOX.fSO 1098 OC.94 T rjA1670 8.O0 rr OO ncA.oO AP PQ ^A 77OD . f f
A ATO.Dl do 1 OO1.00 on29 or?.87 1273 6 .39 A.oO P RA0,00 X . SxJ
n.rj.r\r\ Q AO 14 .56 1002 30.06 18 .09 .30 •XT AT01, UX PP Q*^
o.oo 1.37 16 .64 57 1.71 114 .57 .30 A O.48 K A9 PA0.60
OOUU 0.57 27 1.08 268 8,04 1434 7.17 • 30 rr od5.09 O 1 A Q6i, • OO 1 "X 11xo,xx
9 . OO OA 1 oyl1.04 83 O >1 A rzo O372 1.86 A OO4 .02 CCA•oO A AAo ,^to O .U9
4100 10.05 1.51 3 .12 90 2^70 7 .04 .30 .79 5,46 4.59
4100 10.05 1.84 1 .04 46 1.38 1 .01 .30 •40 3.97 6.08
4300 10.53 1 .04 9 .27 1 .01 .30 .62 9.91
4400 10.78 1.97 22 .88 265 7.95 50 .25 .30 11.35 .57
4700 11.51 2.08 15 .60 126 3.78 102 .51 .30 • 69 7.96 3.55
4900 12.00 2.49 3 .12 17 .51 5 .03 .30 .15 3.60 8.40
5100 12.50
.30 .30 12.20
5100 12.50 26 1.04 220 6.60 383 1.92 .30 1.10 10.96 1.54
6100 14.95 3.09 29 1.16 300 9.00 277 1.39 8 §1.76 .30 3.00 19.70 4.75
7300 17.88 30 1.20 131 3.93 98 .49 14 .07 .30 1.05 7.04 10.84
7600 18.62 3.67 14 .56 33 .99 28 .14 .30 5.66 12.96
11000 26,95 7.20 2 .08 5 .15 9 .05 .30 7.78 19.17
11500 28.18 6.84 2 .08 26 .78 2 .01 .30 .13 8.14 20.04
13500 33.08 8,08 13 .52 90 2.70 469 2.34 2 .44 .30 •86 15.25 17.84
13600 33.32 2 .08 12 .36 78 .39 .30 1.13 32.19

48.
ACCOUNTS iMvIALYZSD B^OR THE
MOUTH OF OCTOBER
1931.
I
Av. Gol. iiarnings Service interest Deposits Uhecks pd. Checks dep. Coupons Collect- Base Cost of Total
Balance Charge Paid (^4:^ ea. Sjf ea. (& ^ bsl, (i ea. ions 22yf Cost Print- Cost
No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost ing
# 1'7,700 ^ 43.36 ^ 10.38 7 ^ .28 100 # 3.00 259 $ 1.30 $ .30
17 , 900 43.86 19.39 13 ,52 16 .48 18 .09 .30 # .14
19,300 47.29 11.42 1 .04 30 .90 4 .02 .30 .36
20,900 51.20 11.56 3 .12 8 .24 9 .05 .30 .16
21,000 53.65 1.64 25 1.00 44 1.32 114 .57 .30 .29
22,500 55.13 3 .12 24 .72 65 .33 .30 .19
22,800 55.86 13 . 64 29 1.16 141 4.23 158 .79 .30 2.26
23,300 57.09 16.00 26 1.04 88 2.64 1086 5.43 1 ? .22 .30 .55
24,800 60.76 15.28 26 1.04 120 3.60 366 1.83 1 .22 .30 3.72
25,400 62.23 14.48 17 .68 265 7.95 90 .45 25 $ .13 .30 1.91
28,700 70.32 17.42 17 .68 5 .15 96 .48 .30 .03
30,600 74.97 1.15 100 3.00 .30 .85
32,600 79.87 19.39 4 .16 30 .90 20 .10 1 .22 .30 .78
33,000 80.85 23.72 14 .56 51 1.53 27 .14 .30 .28
33,900 83.06 19.56 15 .60 336 10.08 361 1.81 1 .22 .30
34,000 83.30 18.79 10 .40 12 .36 43 .22 .30
36,100 88.45 20 .80 225 6.75 75 , .38 25 5.50 .30
38,800 95.06 20.24 3 .12 111 3.33 2 .01 .30
39,800 97.51 6 .24 44 1.32 5 .03 .30 .37
56 , 900 139.40 5 .20 47 1.41 14 .07 .30 .33
134,900 330.50 83.92 22 .88 200 6.00 52 .26 .30 1.32
219,300 537.29 221.05 2 .08 9 .27 2 .01 .30
290,600 711.97 200.54 24 .96 100 3.00 73 .37 1 .01 .30
307.600 753.62 315.42 4 .16 102 3.06 4 .02 .30
11,684,600 ^4,129.45 §1,099.52 840 ip33.60 7444 ^223 .32 11675 ^p58.51 47 ^ .25 39 $8.58 s?19.50 ^36.89
^ 15.26
20.92
13.04
12.43
5.12
1.66
22.38
26.18
25.99
25.90
19.06
5.30
21.85
26.53
32.57
20.07
13.72
24.00
2.26
2.31
92.68
221.71
205.18
318.96

149.
J
ACCOUNTS ANALYZED FOR THB
HOilTK OF NOVEMBER V
1 q?n .
-CiCLX 11 XiL^a jspTV i r* pX V J. 0 1 Tl "hPTPS'fcA~XX U w X V_/ \J 1/
Paid
Deposits
&
^(f. ea.
Ho. Gost
checks pd.
^ Z>(jl ea.
1^0. Cost
checks dep.
& -y ea.
JMo. cost
CouDons
jNjo. cost
Collect-
ions CD 220^
No. Coat
i3ase
Cost
Cos"h nf*VWw w \JX
Frint- cost
X ±\J X X \j Loss
200 $ .55 18 .72 22 $ .66 69 $ .35 <{p.30 $ .19 $ 2,22 # 1.67
200 .55 1 .04 32 .96 8 .04 .30 .30 1.64 1.09
300 .82 ^pl.OO 15 .60 42 1.26 1 ,01 •30 2.17 .35
300 .82 .30 .30 § .52
300 .82 15 .60 29 .87 45 .23 .30 .58 2.58 1.76
400 1.10 1 .04 47 1.41 1 .01 .30 1.76 .66
400 1.10 3 .12 26 .78 4 .02 .30 .18 1.40 ,30
500 1.37 11 .44 43 1.29 64 .32 .30 .38 2,73 1,36
500 1.37 •30 .30 1.07
600 1.64 20 .80. 42 1.26 97 .49 .30 .23 3.08 1,44
600 1.64 13 .52 66 1.98 30 .15 .30 .56 3.51 1.87
700 1.91 13 .52 170 5.10 13 .07 .30 5.99 4.08
700 1.92 30 1.20 188 5.64 1110 5.55 •30 1.97 14.66 12.74
700 1.92 11 .44 55 1.65 54 .27 .30 .36 3.02 1.10
800 2.19 11 .44 11 .33 26 .13 .30 .10 1.30 .89
900 2.47 6 .24 25 .78 76 .38 .30 .22 1.92 .55
900 2.47 25 1.00 17 .51 41 .21 .30 .08 2.10 .37
900 2.47 5 .20 17 .51 33 .17 .30 .14 1,32 1.15
1000 2.74 4 .16 65 1.95 81 .41 .30 .32 3.14 ,40
1000 2.74 $ .05 23 .92 63 1.89 229 1.15 .30 .42 4.73 1,99
1000 2.74 .05 12 .48 103 3.09 15 .08 .30 .93 4.93 2,19
1100 2.70 27 1.08 269 8.07 713 3.57 .30 13.02 10.32
1100 3.01 7 .28 72 2.16 10 .05 .30 .47 3.26 ,25
1200 3.29 .19 3 .12 4 .12 21 .11 .30 .02 .86 2.43
1300 3.56 .25 15 .60 45 1.35 113 .57 .30 .29 3.36 ,20
1400 3.84 .33 22 .88 24 .72 83 .42 .30 ,22 2.87 ,97
1900 5.21 1109 33.27 .30 33.57 28,36
2000 5.48 8 .32 54 1.62 56 .28 .30 1.08 3.60 1,88
2100 5.76 27 1.08 1047 31.41 1507 7.54 4 i .88 .30 41.21 35,45
2100 5.76 .90 •30 1,20 4.56
2500 6.85 23 .92 95 2.85 99 .50 .30 4.57 2.28
2500 6.85 23 .92 26 .78 1213 6.07 .30 8,07 1,22
2700 7.40 1.40 22 ,88 99 2.97 151 .76 1 .22 .30 .84 7.37 .03
3000 8.22 16 .64 202 6.06 980 4.90 8 1.76 .30 13.66 5,44
3000 8.22 1.67 25 1.00 108 3.24 40 .20 5 ^ .03 .30 .70
'
7.14 1.08
3300 9.05 1.92 12 .48 30 .90 53 .27 .30 .19 4,06 4.99
3400 9.32 1.97 16 .64 40 1.20 58 .29 .30 ,29 4.69 4.63
3500 9.59 8 .32 44 1.32 51 .26 .30 .24 2,44 7.15
3800 10.48 2.30 7 .28 41 1.23 29 .15 11 .06 .30 .36 4,68 5.74
3900 10.69 2.38 4 .16 2 .06 5 .03 .30 2.93 7.76
3900 10.69 29 1.16 137 4.11 96 .48 25 5.50 .30 1.10 12.65 1.96

49.
ACCOUNTS ANALYZED FOR THE
MONTH Oi^ NOVBI.ffiER
1951.
At. Col. Sarnings caervice Interest Deposits Checks pd. Checks dep. Coupons Collect- Base Cost of Total Profit Loss
Balance Charge Paid ifa^ 4iif ea. (u ea. ea. U ea. ions ^ 22^ Cost Print- Cost
No., Cost I\10. Cost ho. Cost ino. Cost No. Cost ing,
# 4,100 # 11.24 4 * .16 1140 § 34.20 6 1 .03 $ .30 34.69 t 23,45
4,200 11.51 24 .96 220 6.60 1353 6.77 .30 4.18 18.81 7,30
4,300 11.79 $ 2.71 1 .04 30 .90 1 .01 .30 .16 4.12 ^ 7.67
5,400 14.80 3.63 2 .08 72 2.16 2 .01 .30 1.30 7,48 7.32
5,700 15.62 3.89 23 .92 70 2.10 148 .74 2 V .44 ,30 .63 9.02 6.60
6,000 16.45 4.11 5 .20 281 8.43 5 .03 ,30 2.81 15.88 .57
6,200 17.00 4.24 7 .28 1 .03 24 .12 .30 4.97 12.03
6,700 18.37 4.68 7 .28 627 18.81 11 .06 .30 24.13 5.76
7,000 19.19 4,90 2 .08 19 .57 10 .05 .30 5,90 13.29
7,600 20.83 5.42 PR ? fi4.^ . u% 726 3.63 -30 .55 13.46 7.37
14,900 40.85 5 .20 2 .06 5 -03 -30 .01 ,60 40.25
] 6 son XO . U a? 5 .20 135 4.05 .uo • o\j »o'± ?fi QO
21,000 57.57 17.31 42 1.68 125 - 3.75 516 2.58 4 .88 .30 1.06 27.56 30.01
21,000 57.57 17.26 14 .56 5 .15 27 .14 .30 .10 18.51 39.06
22,300 61.13 18.35 6 .24 11 .33 6 .03 .30 .23 19.48 41.65
28,100 77.03 1 .04 1 .03 1 .01 .30 .01 .39 76.64
31,700 86.90 17.89 6 .24 29 .87 6 .03 .30 .60 19.93 66.97
35,300 96.77 23.53 21 .84 20 .60 59 .30 .30 .40 25.97 70.80
39,000 106.91 32.05 145 4.35 .30 • 36.70 70.21
40,300 98.74 27.37 13 .52 8 .24 24 .12 .30 28.55 .70.19
42,700 ,117.06 35.09 23 .92 13 .39 26 .13 .30 .42 37.25 79.81
47,200 129.39 38.82 22 .88 28 .84 98 .49 .30 .25 41.58 87.81
90,600 248.37 74.49 23 .92 300 9.00 611 3.05 .30 2.28 90.05 158.32
160,900 441.09 124.08 1 .04 45 1.35 1 .01 .30 125.78 315.31
1,603,900 4,396.93 2,636.61 3 .12 10, .30 4 .02 .30 2,637.35 1,759.58
$2,335,300 ^6,389.88 ^1.00 §3,123.53 814 sp32,56 7937 #238. 11 10950 § 54.92 16 $ .09 44 ^ 9.68 ;#19.80 §28.09 ;5i3,506.78 -6-3,036.61 *152.51
< I'
ACGOUITTS AJIALYZSD FOR TIIE
MOUTH OF DECBI.CBER
1931.
7, Col. £SLZ*IlilLgS Service Interest Deposits Checks pd. Checks dep. Coupons Collect- Base Cost of Total Profit Loss
alance Charge Paid Q 4^ ea. ea. ea. Q -g^f ea. ions ^ 22^ Cost Print- Cost
No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost No. Cost ins
37 # .10 1 .30 $ .30 '4 .20
50 .14 #1.00 4 $ .16 13 $ .39 5 $ .03 .30 .88 .62
100 .28 1.00 2 .08 33 1.14 14 .07 .30 # .36 1.95 .67
200 .49 1.00 13 .52 34 1.02 .30 .17 2.01 .52
200 .56 1.00 15 .60 54 1.62 71 .36 .30 .48 3.36 1.80
250 .56 28 1.12 22 .66 40 .20 .30 .10 2.38 1.82
300 .83 9 .36 18 .54 8 .04 .30 .13 1.37 .54
400 1.11 14 .56 94 2.82 16 .08 .30 .85 4.61 3.50
500 1.39 22 .88 40 1.20 .30 2.38 .99
500 1.39 11 .44 43 1.29 66 .33 - .30 2.36 .97
500 1.39 14 .56 74 2.22 28 .14 .30 .63 3.85 2.46
600 1.67 18 .72 180 5.40 20 .10 .30 6.52 4.85
600 1.67 1 .04 50 1.50 1 .01 .30 1.85 .18
700 1.95 25 1.00 77 2.31 189 .95 .30 .38 4.94 2.99
700 1.95 1 .04 3 .09 3 .02 .30 .03 .48 ^ 1.47
800 2.22 7 .28 15 .45 11 .06 .30 1.09 1.13
900 2.50 18 .72 34 1.02 79 .40 .30 2.44 .06
1,000 2.78 8 .32 80 2.40 50 .25 .30 .54 3.81 1.03
1,000 2.78 4 .16 22 .66 4 .02 .30 .19 1.33 1.45
1,000 2.78 27 1.08 35 1.05 97 .49 .30 .42 3.34 .56
1,100 3.06 27 1.08 125
4
3.75
.12
131 .65 .30
.30
5.78
.66
2.72
1,200 3.33 $ .22 .02 2.67
1,300 3.61 .27 5 .20 40 1.20 18 .09 .30 2.06 1.55
1,300 3.61 .22 18 .72 3 .09 40 .20 .30 .03 1.56 2.05
1,300 3.84 .13 6 .24 16 .48 24 .12 .30 1.27 2.57
1,500 4.17 .44 23 .92 74 2.22 175 .88 .30 .63 5.39 1.22
1,600 4.45 36 1.44 205 6.15 1163 5.82 .30 2.15 15.86 11.41
1,700 4.72 8 .32 956 28.68 11 .06 .30 29.36 24.64
1,800 5.00 7 .28 25 .75 13 .07 .30 .21 1.61 3.39
1,800 5.00 .68 16 .64 15 .45 144 .72 2 .44 .30 .06 3.29 1.71
1,800 5.00 1193 35.79 .30 36.09 31.09
1,900 5.28 1.56 26 1.04 176 5.28 794 3.97 1 .22 .30 2.06 14.43 9.15
2,000 5.56 .82 3 .12 180 5.40 f> .02 .30 2.97 9.63 4.07
2,100 5.84 12 .48 116 3.48 5 .03 .30 .20 4.49 1.35
9.732,500 6.95 29 1.16 384 11.52 652 3.26 2 .44 .30 16.68
2,800 7.78 1.51 4 .16 15 .45 6 •03 .30 .10 2.55 5.23
4.463,000 8.34 1.64 18 .72 282 8.46 54 .27 .30 1.41 12.80
3,000 8.34 21 .84 232 6.96 965 4.88 2 .44 .30 13.42 5.08
3,900 10.84 30 1.20 169 5.07 95 .48 26 5.72 .30 12.77 1.93
4,400 12.23 38 , 1.52 200 6.00 1415 7.08 3 .66 .30 3.80 19.36 7.13

50.
ACCOUITTS ANALYZED FOR THE
MOIJTK OF DECEI..TBER
1931.
Av. Col.
Balance
Earnings Service
Charge
Interest
Paid
Deposits
(i* 4:^ ea.
No. Cost
Checks pd.
^ 3?^ ea.
No . Cost
Checks dep.
<k ea.
No. Cost
Coupons
ea.
No. Cost
Collect-
ions Sk> 22^^
No. Cost
Base
Cost
Cost of
Print-
ins
Total
Cost
Profit Loss
1 4,400 4 12.23 '4 2.90 29 $ 1.16 343 $ 10.29 857 ^ 4.29 .30 ^ 18.94 ^ 6.71
5,700 15.84 3.97 9. .36 521 15.63 14 .07 .30 20.33 4.49
5,800 16.12 4.11 24 .96 75 2.25 627 3.14 .30 .08 10.84 s?5.28
6,000 16.67 30 1.20 1165 34.95 2202 11.01 . 4 $ .88 .30 48.34 31.67
43,500 120.89 391 15.64 15 .45 391 1.95 .30 18.35 102.54
$117,737 #327.24 $4.00 ^18.47 1051 ^42.04 7455 ^223.65 10501 52.65 40 $8.80 vl3.5p ii;i8.oo ni;377.11 ^132.71 $178.58
••
RAITGS OF ACCOUIITS ^UJj^LYZLD i'OR EACE MONTH.
Month No
.
of Accts
.
Range
January 3 $1,300 to $ 2,000
FelDruary 2 1,300 to 1,400.
March 3 1,100 to 6,000
April 2 800 to 2,900
May- 2 5 ,100 to 46,300
June 2 5 ,600 to 5,700
July 4 700 to 2,800
August 29 200 to 69 ,700
SeptemlDer 27 200 to 17,100
OctoT)er 65 300 to 307,600
Novem"ber 65 200 to 1 ,603,900
DeceraLier 45 37 to 43,500
Total numlDer of checking accounts analyzed - 250.
V/hole range was irorn $37 to f^l , 603 , 900
.
The T/ide range in amount g of accounts analj^zed
shows that the analysis v/c.s "being carried on as an
experiroent and that the hank was still feeling its
way as to v;hat accounts really required analysis.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
4t
DISTRIBUTION OF AMOUNTS OP AVERAGE
COLLECTED BALANCE OF ACCOUNTS ANALYZED
T
\ 1
i
"
t
-
5 0 5 (-

It v/ili "be noted from this chart that 201 of
the 350 accounts analyzed v/ere under 010,000.
u|;lOOU or less 64 accounts
O^OOO or less 56 accounts
^#3000 or less 28 accounts
,:;)4000 or less 14 accounts
;;^5000 or less 13 accounts
$6000 or less 14 accounts
|7000 or less 7 accounts
.'iSOOO or less 4 accounts
;i^lO,000 or less 1 account
201 accounts under ;";10,000.
and 120 or considerat)ly more than half of these ac-
counts were under $2000. This would indicate that
the bank had an idea that tney were operating their
small accounts at a loss.

Follov/ing are summary ta"bles mde
for the purpose of priding: the reader
in seeing more clearly specific iteins,
at a glance, which v/ould not "be readi-
ly discerniole from the cha,rts contain-
ing all of the data.

BARKINGS ON TA'O HUNDRED FIFTY ACCOUNTS FOR
1931
Month No. of Accounts Total Av. Col.
Balence
Earnings
3 up kJ ^ kJ\J\J 0
2 9 7nn
March 3 8 ,400. 22.38
April 2
May 51,400. 140.21
June 2 11,300. 28.16
July 4 6,600. 17.08
August 29 190,800. 486.96
September 27 81,000. 206.84
October 65 1,684.600. 4,129.45
November 66 2,335.300. 6,389.88
Decomber 45 117,737. 327.24
250 $4,498,837. ^11,779.26
It should be understood by the reader that
1^11,779.26 does not represent the net profit of the benk.
It represents only the earnings on invested capital.
The cost of operetlng these two hundred and fifty account
irust be deducted from this figure before net profit is
arrived at.

INCOME FROM FLAT-RATE SERVICE CH/.RGES
Month Charges Collected
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September '$1.00
October
November 1.00
December 4.00
$6.00
The only income to the b&nk other thtn that from
earnings as shown was the income from Service
Charges in ^'nr amount of $6.00. The distribution
of the service charges which were actually made
on customers' accounts shows the reluctance of
the bank to institute such a charge. In the entire
year only six dollars in Fervice Charges were col-
lected.

"DEPOSITS ErDE" summary
Total No. Total
Month No. of Accts. Deposits Made Cost @ 42^
Janua rj 3 66 $ 2.64
February 2 34 1.36
March 3 63 2.52
April 2 30 1.20
May 2 25 1.00
Jime 2 25 1.00
July 4 60 2.40
Augus t 29 366 14.64
September 27 348 13.92
October 65 840 33.60
November 66 814 32.56
December 45 1051 42.04
250 3722 $148.88

"CHECKS P/ilD" SUMMARY
JVl Ox 1 b 11
No. of
i-. C C O Lu 1 b S
No. of Cost at
O C? cl •
January 3 $ 5 , oOC
.
4,168 f 125.04
February 2 2,700. 1,532 45.96
March 3 8,400. 1,698 50.94
April 2 3,700. 854 25.62
May 2 51,400. 609 18.27
June 2 11,300. 1,924 57.72
Tnl 'j-tj U.±J CO . CO
August 29 190,800. 3,308 99.24
September 27 81,000. 4,167 125.01
October 65 1,684,600. 7,444 223.32
NovemDer 66 2,335 ,300. 7,937 238.11
December 45 117,737. 7,455 223.65
250 #4,498,837. 42,031 jj^l,26C.93
It will be noted from this table that the three
accounts in January had an average collected balance
of only $5300 and they issued 4,168 checks which cost
the Dsnk '$126.04 to handle. The total earnings from
the investment of this $5300 amounted to only $14.45.
Without considering all of the other charges rpplicabld
to handling these three accounts it will be seen at a
glance they were unprofitable to the bonk.

"CHECKS DEPOSITED" SUMIS/IARY
Month No. of ACCtS.
j.\ o . ox
Checks Dep.
O OS L Wl
^(Zf each
Janus ry 3 1,559 1 7.80
February 2 871 4.36
iMerch 3 1,248 6.24
April 2 605 3.03
May 2 117 .59
June 2 448 2.24
Juxy 4 546 2.73
August 29 3,681 18.48
Septembe"" 27 6,975 34.85
October 66 11,675 58.51
November 66 10,950 54.92
December 45
250
10.501
49,176
52.65
;^246.40
The total number of checks deposited was 49,176
at a cost of ^^246. 40. The exact cost to the benk
was really a little less and the difference between
the figure shown and the sctual cost is due to the
fact that the oank does not use the fraction in the
case of odd numbers.

coupon.^ COLLECTED TOTALS
Month ITo. of Coupons Cost -^^ each
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
De cember
47
16
$ .25
$ .09
63 .34
Total coupons handled on the particular accounts
analyzed were only 63. There is a discrepancy here
of S-li-^' due to the banks not charging up fractions
of on some accounts.
r
"COST OF PRINTING" SUMMARY
Month Estimated Cost
May
June
July 1.17
August 21.98
September 12.10
October 36.89
November 28.09
December le.oo
#118.76
Until Mey of 1931 the bank had been issuing free
to all of its customers all fo the deposit slips and
checks they desired without allocating the cost of
printing these items definitely to the checking account
.
After that time, however, the analysis department
began to apply these costs directly to the cost of
running the checking account service where they
rightfully belonged. The cost was determined by tekin^
the printer's bill on these items and dividing it by
the total numbe*" of items printed to get the cost
per item.

IKTEREBT PAID TOTALS
Fonth. No . of Ac cts Amount Pd
January 1 .15
February
March
April
May 1 38.10
June
July
August 15 61.22
September 9 11.89
October 41 1,099.52
jrovemlDer 33 3,123.53
December 13 18.47
113 v4,552.88
The total interest paid out to depositors was
y4,352,88. This amount therefore was an additional
expense to the hank and represents a loss.
(
Month
"COLLECTIONS " SUMARY
No. of Collections Cost ^ 22i
January 2 i .44
February 5 1.10
March 5 1.10
April 4
. oo
May
June 1
.22
July 29 6.38
/:Ugust 55 12.10
Septeraber 5 1.10
October 39 8.58
November 44 9.68
December 40 C.80
229 #50.38

BASE COST TOTALS
Month IIo , of Accts Cost at "60^.
January 3 .90
FelDruary 2 .50
March 3 .90
April 2 .50
I/ay 2 .60
June 2 .60
July 4 1.20
August 29 8.70
Septerr.ber 27 8.10
OctolDer 65 19.50
Kovember 66 19.80
December 45 15 .50
250 75.00
The bank estimates that it costs one cent a day to
carry every account whether active or not. In some
hanks this is known as a "maintenance" charge.

65.
NET PROFIT
on
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY ACCOUNTS ANALYZED
1931
Income
;
Earnings
Service Charges
Total Income
^11,779.26
6.00
$11,785.26
Expenses :
Deposits Made $ 148.88
Checks Paid 1,260.93
Coupons ,34
Checks Deposited 246.40
Cost of Printing 118.76
Interest Paid 4,352.88
Collections 50.38
Base Cost 75.00
Total Expenses
Net Profit
6,253.57
$ 5,531.69
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TABLE SHOWINO THE VARIOUS SIZES OP ACCOUNT?
UP TO $7600. AMD THE
PROFITS ON SAME.
Average Collected Profit for
Balance one month
.300.
.52
400.
.44
500. 1 .07
600.
.77
700. 1.47
700. 1.29
700.
. .74
700. .72
800. 1.13
800. .45
800. .91
800. .89
900. .55
900. .37
900. 1.15
900. .06
1000. 1.45
1100. .19
IKOO. 2.67
1200. 2.43
1300. .10
1300
.
1.99
1300 « 20
-LOUU • 1.55
1300. 2.05
1300 2.57
1300 • 2 .08
1400 .97
1500 2.70
1600 2.91
1700
.
3.38
1800 3.06
1800. 2.14
1800 3.35
1800 3.39
1800 1.71
1900 1.89
1900. .51
2000. 8.07
2000. 2.22
2000. 1.88
21C0. 4.56
2100. 1.35
2200. 3.31
2200. 3.22
2300. 1.87
2500. 2.28
2600. 3.04
2700
.
,03
2700. 5.47
2800 5.25
2800. 5.23
3000 1.08
3300
.
4.99
3400 3.26
3400. 1.63
3500 7.15
3600 5.74
3900 7.76
3900 3.09
4100
.
4.59
4100. 6.08
4300 • 9.91
4300 7.16
7.67
4400. 8.22
4700. 3.55
4900. 8.40
5100. 12.20
5 ICO. 1.54
5400. 7,32
5700. 6.60
5800. 5.28
6000. .57
6200. 12,03
6200. 14.43
7000. 13.29
7000. 13.90
7000. 2,11
7100. 6,58
7300. 10,84
7600. 7.37
7600. 12.91

A careful study of the preceding table v;ill re-
veal sorae interesting deta-ils. On an average collect-
ed balance of ^100. earnings range from
.'J. 74 on one
account to vl.47 on another; on an average collected
balance of -^loOO. tney range from .).10 to i^2.57; on an
average collected balance of $2,000. they range from
$1.88 to 4fi3.07; on an average collected balance of
$2100. they range from ^^l.'ob to vji4.56. On an ave--"age
collected balance of (^2700 the range is from $.03 to
|5.47; on an average collected balance of Cp5100. the
range is from '^l.^A to :,i)12.20; ana on an average
collected balance of $6,000 on one account the earn-
ings were only $.57. This indicates that something
besides the size of the average collected balance is
responsilDle for the size of the profit. A careful
comparison of some of xhese accounts which show a wide
variation will indicate the other factors responsihle
for reducing profits.
Let us analyze the two accounts listed which have
average collected balances of ,;;;2700. each. The earn-
ings on ,-j.ccount No. 1 were $6.89, while the earnings
on Account ilo. 2 \7ere $7.40, yet Account Mo. 1 shov/ed
a profit of $5.47 m the final analysis, while Account
f
No. 2 with the larger earnings showed a profit of only
$.03. Both accounts set up shov/ the follov/mg details
Account I
A Average Collected Baiiince 92,000.
Earnings on ahove |6.89
Loss :
Interest Paid ^ .70
12 checks paid @ 4<2i' ea. .36
Printing .06
Base Cost .30
$1.4S 1.42
Earnings or Profit $5.47
iiccount 11
Average Collected Balance ^2,000.
Earnings on above $7.40
Loss :
Interest Paid
22 deposits ea.
99 checks paid & "hi ea.
151 " dep. C 1(2' ea.
1 collection 22^ ea.
Base cost
Printing
Earnings or p-"ofit
It '.vili "be noted frori the above analysis that
the main diffe-^ence m these two accounts is m the
$1.40
.88
2.97
1.76
.30
.84
17737 7.57
% .03
activity of tjie account. -iccount ITo . I required fev;
services of the bank and v/as, therefore, less expen-

sive to handle than Account IJo . II which required a
great many services. 7/e may conclude, then that
activity in an account is costly; it costs the "bank
money to handle each item, and the cost in Account
ITo . II v/as so great that it alr^ost entirely \7iped out
the earning power of the money as far as the "bank V7as
concerned. The hank in this instance did the v/ork
required of it and earned as a rev/ard for serx''ices
rendered only % .03.
The tv7o accounts listed v/ith average collected
"balances of 35100. are two ^aore striking examples
of what activity does to accounts v/ith similar
balances. Both of these accounts were carried at
the hank in the month of October, 1931.
ACCOUIiT 110. Ill
Average Collected Balance 5 ,100.
iiarnings on above ;;;12.50
Loss
:
Interest Paid
26 Deposits @ ea.
220 Checks paid (g 5^ ea.
383 Checks dep. ea.
Base Cost
Printing
6.60
1.92
.30
1.10
Total Cost
Earnings or Profit
$10.96 10.96
1.54

ACcourT no. TJ
Average Collected Balance ;,;i5 ,100.
Earnings on alDove 112.50
Loss
;
Interest Paid
Base Cost
Earnings or Profit
I .30 .50
$12 .20
Eere again, it will be seen that the activity
demands raade upon the "bank reduce profits. In Ac-
count TTo . Ill the profits after operating expenses
were deducted v/ere only ^pl.54, while in Account JM
the only deduction ./as the maintenance charge, as
there v/ere no services required "by the account.
After such analyses as these the banker "began to
realize that some accounts were not contributing as
much to his prosperity as \7ere others. Ee found in
some cases that the accounts were not paying their
way and that the senrices demanded far outv/eighed the
privileges they should be receiving in consideration
0"^ the balances kept in the bank. The banker began to
look for a solution to his problem.

CHAPTER V
THE BMIK'S SOLUTION REVEALED
•
After a cursory glance at the Profit and Loss
Account on these tv/o hundred and fift}'' accounts the
unthinking person might disraiss the subject since it
shows the "bank making a profit of some $5,582.50.
The story does not end there, however. Just because
a profit on operations is snovm, it does not mean that
the bank should be satisfied vvith the condition of its
iDusmess. As a matter of fact the "bank is not satis-
fied and the thinking custom.er is not satisfied be-
cause the profit shown is altogether too low when one
considers the amount of money handled by the bank,
and the risk involved m investing the money m orcier
to make this small profit. Should the "bank 'be unfor-
tunate enough to make one misstep m the investment
of its funds, and suffer a loss v/nich was unforseen,
the income derived from these two hundred and fifty
accounts vrould not assist very greatly in offsetting
any sizable loss.
Furthermore, because the bank is fortunate enough
to secure some valuable accoimts and is able to oper-
ate so as to secure large profits from the investment
01' these particular funas , is no reason V7hy the bank
should carry a host of small unprofitable accounts
0
I
for the accomoiat ion of customers, the activity of
v/hich v/ili greatly dirainish the profits. it is not
fair to the bank which is entitled to a profit for
services rendered; it is not fair to the valuable
account since it v/eakens the position of the t)ank
into v/hose hands they have entrusted their funds.
The first attempt to place a charge for ser-
vices on unprofitable accounts came with the advent
of the flat-rate service charge. The flat-rate
charge v/as adopted in various banks all over the
co-.ntry at different times.
llr . E. o. Grav/ford, Vice President of the
Industrial Trust Com.pany of Providence Rhode Island,
states that in April, 1924 they carried over 6,000
accounts on their books v;ith ave^^age balances of
$34.81. The total amount of deposits represented in
these 6000 accounts v/as .,3209,000. All the- accounts
were active, averaging tv/elve checks ana two deposits
per nonth. Over seventy per cent of the trouble with
regard to "bad checks was due zo tiriis division of ac-
counts. In 1929 they found the solution to t;ieir
difficulty m the flat-^ate service charge. They
considerea it fair and efiicient. lio exceptions
1. "Making Checking Accounts Pay"- E. S. Crav/ford -
Bankers Magazine 119:509-12 0.' i9
•
were allowed. The charge was ;!pl.UO monthly figured
on dail3^ "balances, eve account t^^-.c-'l on its own
basis. The service Ciiarge rate v/as oiie one recom-
mended "by the Providence Clearing Louse Association.
The ruling read "chat a c'>--.-^ ^•'•ould be made "on all
checking accounts the ledger balance of v;hich is
less than One Hundred Dollars on any one day m any
month. This charge will m no way apply to Savings
accounts." The only exceptions v/ere : A. Accounts
against wnich no checks were paia during the month
and B, Accounts of the United States, the State of
Rhode Island. Lir. Crawford further states that upon
instituting the service charge, '50% of these 6000
accounts closed their accounts, 30^^ increased their
balances and 4:Oj^ remained ana are paying the charge.
An exam.ination of the bank's j^osition after the
cnarge v/as added v/as as follov/s:-
6,000 accounts ave^-agmg $34.80 f?208,860.
30!^^ withdrew 62,658.
Total vl46 ,202.
305^ increased deposits
at least to SIOO. 117 ,542.
^^263 ,544 .
40^ remained and are
paying the charge 28 ,800.1
Total S292 ,344.
Present Total ?^^2y2,344
Previous Total 208, 860
83,484
1
The financial condition of the iDank v/as im-
proved, therefore, to the extent of $83,484.
The actual records of 'iVhat was accomplished
over a period of three years in a sraall country hank
'bj the installation of a service charge on checking
accounts is also related "by Mr. K. A. Morgan.
"On 4, 1926, 466 accounts showed deposits
of ;jp89 , 934 . 75 . Accounts under $100 v/ere sixty-two
per cent of all the accounts and represented less
than 10?; of the deposits. 'Vith only a fev; exceptions
these were all unprofitable. On December 1, 1926 an
advertising campaign was started which announced that
there v;ould he a fift3- cent charge on all accounts
v/ith average balances of less than $50 by the close
of business January 31, 1927.
"On May 4, 1927 after four service charges, there
were 364 accounts and total deposits of $89,158.86;
47<?^ of the accounts being under i^lOO and representing
less than lOf-s of the total deposits. 102 accounts
lost during the previous tv/elve months and only
i|775.89 in deposits. At this time the service charge
amounted to s)32. per mont?i.
"On May 4, 1928 it was not materially different
f
except that there v/as a further loss of accounts
under ^100 and a gain in deposits of 15^. The ac-
counts under |100 amounted to 45;^ of the total and
represented less than 6.2^ of the total deposits.
The average ba-lanee in the accounts over ;ii>100 had in-
creased from ;j?434.90 to $504.26.
On May 4, 1929 there were 342 accounts and de-
posits of ^^99,501.17 of which 46fo were under c)100 and
represented less than 5.7'-i of the total deposits.
This is practically the same as the year "before and
the "bank assumed that so fa.r as the effect of the
service charge v/as concerned, the accounts had "become
sta"bilized. Instead of having 288 accounts vv'ith "bal-
a,nces under ^100 in 1926 they had only 157 such ac-
counts in 1929, a reduction of 133.
In order to determine the amount actually saved
"by losing an account, five accounts, v/hich had v;ith-
drawn on account of the service charge, '.re^e selected
at random. The total num"ber of checks issued and de-
posits made were ascertained for these five accounts
in the month of I.Iay , 1927. It was found that they
averaged 19.8 checks during the month and made an
average of 4.2 deposits. In computing the cost of
••
handling checks and deposits, average figures were
taken and it was assumed that all items in the de-
posits v/ere dravm on this "bank. The follov/ing re-
sults vjere obtained: It had cost the hank 72.9 cents
each month to handle one account or $8,748 for one
year. It v/ould cost the hank 133 times ^1:8.748 or
$1,153.48 each year if they had continued with these
accounts. There had heen no great variation in the
amount of deposits in these accounts bo that no
credit may he given for deposits v/hich might have
oome to the hank on these 133 accounts."''
To a small hank this is a good saving and well
v/orth the attention of the management.
It soon he came apparent to the hanks of the
country that the flat -rate service charge v/as not al-
together fair. It discriminated against the small
depositor* and v/as graded not according to the amount
of '^'ork '.'.'hihh the hank was asked to perform hut sole-
ly upon the ha.lance v/hich the depositor was ahle to
keep. He v/as charged a fee if his halance fell a few
dollars short of a fixed amount, virhile his neighhor,
with perhaps only a slightly larger halance , went off
scotfree. It handicaps the poor man.
1. "The Biggest Leak was Plugged" - K.a. :.:organ
American Bank.ers assn. J. 23:739 F
r0
An account '.vhich lies idle, if 1)610'// the mini-
mum is taxed at the full rate, while an active one,
which is a real "burden to the "bank, f'^ets services
foy nothing, iTiet^ely "because its "balance is soniewhat
higher. As a matter of fact some of these accounts,
as was seen in the analysis, are really a source of
real loss to the "bank.
Bankers agreed generally after a stiidy of the
situation, that the "balance alone ./as not the proper
criterion upon ./hich upon vvhich to estimate the value
of an account to the bank. They realized that the
;7ork entailed in handling the account must also be
ta.ken into consideration. As a result of this trend
of thought, suggestions from bankers in all parts of
the country began to take shape m the form of a sys-
tem "./hereby eacn individual account v/ould pa,y for
the services rendered to it by the bank.
In the October issue of the American Bankers
Association Journal, 1930, . ".' . I), tihultz outlines
the need for the charges and a method of a^^riving at
a just charge. Ke says "Decreased profits and bank
failures run hand in hand and anything v/hich v/ill
assure more substantial profits can also oe regarded

as a orevent itive of failures. V/e ar-e told that
several thousand "banlcs in the United States were op-
erated at a loss or vithout a proper profit during
1929. With this occuring during a period of high
interest rates, v/ha'c ./ill the record shov/ luring low
interest periods if no othfer income has Deen provid-
ed or tne costs of operation shall not have been
materially reduced." ^ He suggests v/hs.t he calls
"The Decimal Method". It is called the decimal meth-
od because it is entirely on a basis of tens and
hundreds. The first cost to the banh is the mainten-
ance cost, or a "readiness to serve" cost sim.ilar to
that incurred by power and light companies. He con-
side-;-s that the possible income frpm the first ^100
average m the account vrould be necessary to cover
this maintenance cost.
Therefore, a $lu balance is required for each
check charged to the account. That is, a t'.200 aver-
age Dalance entities the depositor to ten checl-is, a
^3U0 average to 20 checks and so on. If more checks
are paid than the balance warrants, a charge of 4(2^
for each additional cneck is made. Thus, if 3u ciiecks
are paid ago.mst the 5^00 average the charge is QO^,
1. "Banks rust Profit" - V/.D. tihultz, Am. Bankers Ass'n
Journal 25:2y2-3 0*30
#1
80.
Tnat is, 50 cneclcs to oe cJiarged for at ^4 or a charge
of 80!^-^. I'lie fiexioility of the method is apparent.
This charge per check may be raised or lowered in a
particular cominunity
,
according to the circumstances
controlling that locality. Frcrr three to four cents
IS proving to be equitable in actual practice.
It- IS api)a^'ent this suggestion deals only v/ith
"checks on us". To arrive at the usable average bal-
ance, float must Tie figured and to knov/ the real value
of an account the other factors mentioned must he con-
sidered." "'"
There still is no uniformity m bank charges as
evidencea m a survey rriade recently by the Bank 'manage-
ment Commission of the American B^tnkers' Association.
"The Bank Management Comm.lssion of the American
Bankers' Association, has completed a new nation \7ide
study of service charges. Tne results indicate that
a great majority of the banks of the country are break-
ing with the tradition of giving away millions of
dollars m free services aniiually. The survey cover-
ed the activities of 180 clearinghouses including 27
regional or gani2:at loiis . Out of the 180 organizations
y35^ - all but 13 - are no\; maintaining service charge
1. "Banks Must Profit" V/. D. Shultz - Am. Bankers
Ass'n Journal 23:2y2-3 0'3C

systems based either upon a flat rate charged v/hen
monthly average deposit balo.nces fall b8lo\7 a minimurn
or based upon the measured or metered system. The
fiat charge system was maintained m 109 of the clear
mghouses; 46 maintain the metered service system,
while IZ reported that there v/as no uniformity m the
practice of their member banivs , som.e employing the
flat rate and others the metered system.
Service charges against depositors under the
flat rate system varies m the several parts of the
country and among classes of banks largely because
of special conditions and also because the flat rate
system was the first adopted and the rates have been
more or less experimental.
Over a thi-^d of the clearinghouses report that
the monthly flat charge of banhs m their organization
v;as 50j^ on balances averaging less than $50. another
third reported their charge v/as ^^1 . a month on bal-
ances averaging less than .plOO., v/hile a little less
than a fourth of the organization used a charge of
dOf^ a month on bal-ances averaging less than ^lUO.
the rest siiov/ed varying rates including 50>^'' a month
on bal^.nces less thsin 975; -f^l a month on balances
€
less than $200. month on those less than |i300.;
SOszi' a month on balances less than ^^200.; 75r/ a month
on ba,lances less than ^iOO. ; ^2 . a month on those
less than $bO
.
; and <,y2 , a month on those less than
|200.
It is acLm.itted by the reporting- banks that most
of these rates are an approxi-riat ion based on averages
m an endeavor to secure for the hanks a fair rate
for the services actually rendered and that m many
cases they are inequitable inasmuch as m some cases
they are not high enough to cover the cost of the
services given v;hile m other cases v/here the service
given are limited, they are too high.
Many banks now using the flat rate system say
that the m.easured charge nov/ used by 46 of the 180
reporting clearinghouses is preferable since it sets
the charge according to the services rendered. Prac-
tically all of the banks m this group cha>"ge a fix-
ed monthly fee to cover overhead. To this they add
charges according to the services rendered, chiefly
the number of checks drav/n against an account.
About 1/5 of these banks make an initial charge
of 50f^ per month on balances of less than $50.;

1/5 charge dOg( on balances less than $100; 1/5 charge
fl on balances of less than $100; 1/5 charge ^1 on
balances less than $200. The rest use a basic charge
v;hich decreased in amount proportionately it' the av-
erage of the deposit balance increases.
As the initial charge the "metered" charges also
vary. About 1/3 of the clearinghouse report that
their banks aliov/ one free check for each ^10 average
balance atiove the minimum limit on ./hich the fixed
charge is "based. Another tiiird have a graduated
scale of free checks increasing m multiples of five
for each ^50 or ylOO of deposits ahove the minimum
limit while the other third indicate the number of
free checks allo.ved on the basis of the initial
charge and make no further charge unless the privi-
lege is abused.
About half the members of the clearinghouses
using the measured system and the vast majority of
banks using the flat rate system, also analyze all
large or unusuall}': active accounts and charge the
depositors .-/ith the cost of the service actually
rendered.
V/liile far the greater num.ber of accounts
f
affected under both systems are small, the greater
portion of the earnings of the banks for the fees
collected is from the larger a,nd more active accounts.
I'edium-sized western banks report that in some cases
the monthly fee of som.e of the larger accounts runs
as high as There is considerable difference of
opinion among banks using the metered system as to
v/hether or not the latter avoids the necessit}!" of an-
alyzing larger and more active accounts.
Banks which have continued the analysis of ac-
counts in addition or m connection v/ith the metered
service report that their experience is that analysis
is still necessary particularly m active commercial
accounts
.
The chief objection to the metered system of
charging for each check drawn at the present time is
that when taken m connection v/ith the government
tax on checks it renders the cost of each check
rather high; although m some cases this is approved
by the bankers as tending to reduce the number of
checks and thus further reduce the cost of handling
accounts
An important feature of the survey is the report

of the "banks th&.t few depositors olDject to the ser-
vice charge and many depositors express surprise tnat
such a cnarge had not been imposed before."
It is natural, to a certain extent, that there
should be a ./ide divergence m the matter of service
charges as srovv'-n by this survey. Every bank must
determine for itself, by analysis, its own costs.
An equitahle system suggested by one banker,
m the basence of cost analysis is as follows :-
"Figure an interest income of 5^ \'7hich -'ould 'be
$5.00 a year or roughly 40f^ a month on each .}100
average of checking account. The cost of salaries,
cost of stationery, rendering a monthl}'' statement,
etc. IS ever present and it is estimated that the
first liOO average balance of each account is ab-
sorbed m the payment of a maintenance or overhead
charge even though no checks are paid."
The follov/mg form is very simple and easily
applied:-
1. "A"bolish Free Services" - }3ank Management Commission.
Am^T^ankei^s Assn. Journal - May 1933.
2. "Service Charges Eave Merely Scratched the Surface" -
W.D. Snultz, Am. bankers Assn Journal
22:961-2 April 1930.
#
86.
Assume
:
Average "book balance ^^2500. 00
Less - iiVerage float of say 500 .00
Average net balance :|;:20CO,00
Less - 15^''^ Reserve 500.00
Loanable Balance ^|;1700.00
Monthly Interest Income 5=C h^-7.08
Activit}'- Costs :-
125 Checks pd. at 4^ ea. '^5.00
6 Deposits at 2^ ea. .12
34 Checlcs deposited at 1|^ ea. .51
Total Activity Cost ^5.63
Maintenance Cost . 40
Total Cost 6 .05
Profit for the Konth ^^1.05
The Georgia State Bankers Association inaugurat-
ed a plan of service and stop-loss charges v;hich 7/as
adopted by 183 Georgia Banks. They report an increas-
ed income am.ounting to $213,735 as a result of follow-
ing the ten-point plan. The plan follov/s:- ^
1. Service Gha-'^ge on unprofitable accounts, usually
50g^ a month, minimum balance, s^SO;
2. Service Charge on checks drav/n against insuffi-
cient funds, usually 25^' an item;
3. oervice Charge on notes allowed to run overdue;
4. Service Charge fo^ overprinting checks, usually
the actual amount of the printer's bill;
5. Service Charge on sr:all loans figuring less
than ;^1C0;
6. Exchange on out-of-tov/n checks cashed or de-
posited;
7. Fee for cashier's checks;
1. "Measured Service Charges" - Orval W. Adams - Am.
Bankers Assn Journal, July '33.

8. Limitation on interest of time and savings
deposits
:
9, Statements of assets and liabilities required
from all borro./ers of more than $500; and
10. iista"blishment of credit bureaus for the inter-
change of information by the banks to fore-
stall duplicate and m^ultiple loans.
The newest schedule of Charges is suggested "by the
Bank Management Commission of the American Bankers
/i s s o c i tion. This schedule is an attempt on the part
of the Commission to standa-^dize somewhat the charges
t 'r ^ 0 ughout the c o iintry.
The Schedule of Charges 1
Average Balance Le ss than ••'300
dollar for one or more checks,Base charge : One
Sj^f extra for each
tional fr'ee check
OlOO, 2^ per item
posited.
check in excess of four, one addi-
for each $10 average balance above
charge on out of to\7n checks de-
Ave-^age Balance Betvjeen and ^500
Ho base charge: 14 free checks, v;ith one additional
for each ^10 average balance over ••'.200, charge
for each additional check, 2c/ per item charge on all
out of town checks deposited.
Average balance m Excess of ^500 :
loanable balance in excess
charges: per check
Monthly analysis to sho
of 15f!o legal reserve and float
paid and deposited, 15^ per return item, 25^ per
outgoing collection, 75!^ per C;1000 average loanable
balance fo^" administration, '50r/ per I^.IOOO currency
handled. Credits, 5^ per annum on loanable balances
Public service depositors v/ho pick up checks daily
and assume responsibility for signatures, endorse-
ments, stop payments; per-item charge reduced to 1^.
1. Pamphlet issued by Bank I'anagement Commission of
American Bankers Association - 1933.
I
Items Cashed for ?Ion-CustoTners :
Out of town checks: 10^ up to ??25 , 25^ "bet'.veen
$25 and $50, 35^^ between .'1)50 and ^100, over $100,
minimum 50^^'.
Service Charge on onall Loans :
$1 on nev; or renewed notes of $200 or less, plus
regular interest.
Penalty Rate on "Return Checks :
50$/ per check returned for insufficient funds.
Charge on Exchange Sold :
^1 per $1000 on all drafts outside .of the btate
,
10^ minimum on any araft or cashier's check.
Rates optional for correspondent banks, association
members sugar companies, United tit ate s Government
and its officials, corporations mainlj'- located out-
side of the State, county, municipal, and boards of
education
.
Sscro'./ Charges :
;:|')5 in advance up to OlOno, '^10 Xh advance over (-ilOOO.
Safe Tee ping Charges :
'41 per ^51000 face value v;ith v^.OO minimum on mort-
gage, bonds, notes, etc. 50^ per $1000 face value
stocks, 5'^ per share on stocks of no par value, CjiS
annual minimum,- charges optional on securities kept
for less than 30 days and waived on securities
ipledged against puolic deposits.
Telegraphic Transfer Charges :
Investment bankers and brokers: 1/10 of 'i';^ to
;^5000 v;ith 1/20 of 15^ on excess plus cost of tele-
grams and charges. And others: 1/8 of 1^^ up to
§5000 and 1/10 of Ifo on excess, plus costs of tele-
grams and charges.
Charges for Collections Received from Depositors :
Coupons: United States 10/ per $100 v/ith minimum
5/ per item; others l/lo of 1% with minimum 25/ per
Item. Bill of Lading drafts: 25/ on first ylOO
and 10/ on each additional JloO .:ith minimum of 40/.
-•
Drafts: SSc" on first ^JlOO, 15'^ each additional
^100, "./ith minimum charge of 40^/. Partial payment
notes, deeds, contracts, etc: acceptance fee (^1 in
advance, collection charge 1/10 of or costs,
partial payment charges 25/ per payiaent
.
Charges for Collections Received frorr. TJon-Depositors
Collections acceptal^le only ./ith presentation fee
of 50/, drafts v.-ith Bill of Lading or otherwise,
25/ Tiiinimi.im on unpaid items, collection charge l/lo
of 1% with 25/ minimum or costs, drafts on brokers
or investment bankers l/lo of 1% up to ;j)5000 and
1/20 of 1% on excess, deeds notes, papers, etc. 25/
minimum on unpaid item.s. Collection charges 1/8 of
1;C v/ith 25/ minimum or costs, stock transfer 50/
minimum or costs; v^arrants on state, county, or city
•ffith out-of-town endorser l/lo of 1^, minimum 25/,
On the basis of the above charges the Utah State
National riank, Salt Lake City, Utah set up definite
aims m their banking business as follov/s: ^
"Allocation of equitable uniform charges based
on actual services rendered, elimination of nuisance
accounts and the abuse of the checking privilege,
the reduction of 'insufficient funds' transactions,
and the education of custom^ers to the cost problems
of banking."
The results of this effort v/ere as foIIo^ts :
"The annual mcrettse m net profits for bait
Lake City Banks v/as approximately ^ill2,000; 50^
reduction m number of small checks, increased
customers' balances, large reduction of 'insuffi-
cient funds' item, greater pulDlic confidence m
banking, and increasea cooperation among the banks
of the community."
Follov/mg is a letter received by the v/riter
from. Vr . Leo D. Kelly, Vice-President of the
]'e>-cantile-Co'''!' erce Bank and Trust Company, It not
1. "Measured be>-vice Charges" - Orval W. ^^dams - Am.
Bankers Assn. Journal - July lVJ33.

only gives the best plan yet devised iDut shows the
willingness or this banker to cooperate.
July 13, 1953.
Miss Alice L. Murphy,
975 Adams otreet
Dorchester, '^ass.
My dear }'iss I/urphy:
In keeping with your letter of the 8th, I ta,ke
pleasure in enclosing herein lite,ra,ture on my "Metered
Charge for Bank b-^;rvice Plan" v/hich you request.
You v/ili note that the yellov/ folder, \.hich is
intended for distribution to a "bank's local customers,
lists the various charges and the reason for their
installation, and that it also announces the date, the
plan becomes effective. This plan contemplates that
this yelloY/ folder \/ill he distrihuted to the "bank
that adopts the charges tv:o or three v;eeks in advance
of the date they "become effective.
I am also enclosing herein a time float chart,
which particular chart applies to the "be.nks located in
the head office of the St. Louis i'ederal Reserve Dis-
trict outside the city of St. Louis itself v/here a
Federal Reserve Bank is located. This floevt chart
shows the exact average time any itemi that is deposit-
ed in a hank located outside the city of St. Louis in
this head office, Federal Reserve District, on any
point in the United States is outstanding in process
of collection, (float), and opposite each point is ex-
tended the rate to he charged per Thousa.nd Dollars,
v/hich rate is hased on exactly 6^ per annum for the
exact amount of the check for the exact time it is
outstanding in process of collection.
I am also enclosing herein a demonstration show-
ing hov/ simple it is to compute the cha,rge at the end
of each month for certain excess activity in an account.
I will appreciate it ystj much if you don't

mind doing so, if you -..'ill "be kind enough to send me
a copy of your thesis when you have completed it. I
"believe it v/ill assist you in preparing your article
if you v/ill keep in mind that v/hile a iDank in the
interior points often received an interest rate on
local loans of as much as 7'i and even 8?o, TDanks in
larger cities seldom, if ever, ohtain more than 6^
interest on loans, and that in the case of every "bank
prudent banking does not permit the loaning of all of
their deposits in the shape of local loans. On the
other hand, every "bank must maintain in the shape of
cash and exchange on hand a fairly sizable share of
all of their deposits, and in ad lit ion, sound hanking *
compels that it invest another siza"ble amount in high
type, loM yield bonds, such as Government securities.
I v/ould also remind you tha,t of late Government Treas-
ury bills of short maturities, such as 60, 90 and 120
days have been selling on a basis to ^'ield only about
* 1/3 of l^t ^-^^ often less.
The abox^e will explain the fact that while
banks may be getting as much as 5^, 5^, and in the
case of interior banks 7^^ and 85^, the composite re-
turn on total deposit funds in a bank will average
only anywhere from to and 4^. Hence, due to
the cost of handling the activity transaction for each
|10 of average balance, a bank is getting only its
cost of operation out of this manner of charging for
its services.
Rest assured it gives me pleasure to endeavor
to contribute something to your commendable effort.
Yerj trul}'- yours.
(Signed) Leo D. Kelly,
Vice President
In Paragraph 5 of Vr. Kelly's letter it \7ill be
noted that he says, "banks may be getting as much as

5^0, 6^, and in the case of interior "banks 7^ and 3^,
the com'posite return on total deposit funds in ii "banir
v/ill average onlj'' anyv/here from '6% to 3j%,' and 4^."
The v/riter checked these figures in a large
o'l b'";nk and foiind the '"'ollo''.7in • to
•
Year High T « T -T Avei^age
1924 $3.16
1925 3.51 3 .22 3.36
1926 3.67 3.19 3.43
1927 3.65 3.16 3 .40
1928 5.59 3 .12 3 .35
1929 4.55 4.03 4.28
1930 4.09 3.07 3.54
1931 3 .10 2.55 ;i .75
1932 3.08 2.46 2.85
1933 January
ij'ebruary
Llarch
2.32
2.22
2.38
It v/ill "be noted from these figures that in only
one year, 1929, did the ro.te rise a'box'^e the high mark
of 4^, -l ich he named. In only one case ' ^ the rate
over 3|-^. The total average for the whole 9 years
given is only $3.34 on ylOOO.

THE METERED SERVICE PLAN OP MR. LEO D. KELLY
VICE-PRESIDENT OP THE MERCi^J'TILE-COMMERCE
AND TRUST COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
LOANS
A service charge of .^1.00 v/ill be rrfide on each
note handled sbove ^^300. On notes of :!j;300 or less,
the cherge will be 50 cents esch. This schedule
applies re^^Frdless of whether the note represents a
new loan or a renewal in full or in part of en
existing loan.
To the end the t notes will have proin.pt attention
at maturity, notices will be sent the maker in adVHnce,
and if unheeded, further notices will be sent ever>y
three days, and a charge of 25 cents will be assessed
for every such notice it is necessary to send after
maturity.
ACTIVE ACCOUNTS
(An active checking account shall be one against
which one or more checks are drawn within the month.)
Active checking accounts with average daily
balance for any m.onth of less than -15100, 50 cents per
month, provided that no more than 5 checks are drewn
(
against such account within the month. If more then
5 checks are drawn, additional checks will cost
depositor 4 cents each.
A customer will be perm.it ted to draw one free
check and/or issue one deposit ticket for eech JjiJlO.OO
of average balance during the month. However, a charge
of 4 cents per check and/or deposit ticket issued in
excess of this rstio will be assessed at the close of
eech m.onth. For example, a d'-^positor y/ith &n average
balance of .^200 during the month is permitted 20 such
free transactions v/ithout charge. If he has 25
trensE-ctions he will pey 4 cents each on the excess.
In this esse there would be three excess tr^nsti ctions
with & charge of 12 cents.
Likevv'ise, a custom.er will be permitted to deposit
one check on &ny other bank in this city (known es
Clearing House checks), for eech ;;^5.00 of average
b£i lance during the month, ^nd. a charge of 2 cents will be
made for such excess Clearing House checks deposited.
THE "FLOAT" OR "CONVERSION " CHARGE
On all checks of $100 or less, deposited or
cashed on banks outside the city, there shall be s chcrge
of 6 cents each, and on such checks in excess of :}^100
,

a charge shall be made at the rate of 6% per annum
for the actual "float" time. By 'Afloat" is meant the
actual time it tnkes for a check to get to its destina-
tion and the returns to be received. These returns ore
actual money, or they m.ay oe the equivalent thereof.
It is necessary to m.ake a float charge because when un-
collected funds are placed iramedi; tely to the cus-
tomer's credit, it is equivalent to lending the customer
the amount of the check, without interest, for a period
of from three to ten days. The float charge, then, is
in effect s fair charge on the money thus credited to
the customer's account, at the rete of 6% per ennum.
This "float" charge is made for converting the out of
town check into immediately available funds. This
charge is based on the knov/ledge that, with but few
exceptions, at least three days will be consumed in the
collection of any check on outside points.
INSUFFICIENT FUNDS
Against the makers of all checks which are
returned for Insufficient funds, there shall be as-
sessed a charge of 25 cents.
EXTRA SUPPLIES
For depositors who desire special checks,
1
96.
\
endorsement stemps, ink pods or other items, these
will be furnished at actual cost.
CASHING CHECKS FOR OUT-OF-TOWN FIRMS
Checks drawn by out-of-town companies and used
for payroll purposes shall oe assessed a charge of IC cent
each for cashing, Cresm and produce checks drtwn by out-
of-town companies shell pay a service charge of ^ of
one per cent, or ^2.50 per !fel,000, with 10 cents as the
m.inimurn charj^'e.
NON -CUSTOMERS
Individuals who are not customers of the bank
shall be charged a fee for cashing out-of-tov/n checks
as follows; 15 cents for any check up to ^50; 25
cents for a check from to :|^100; any check over
$100, 25 cents for the first $100 and 15 cents for
each $100 in excess. In the case of payroll checks,
a charge of 10 cents each will be made, as previously
mentioned, but whenever the issuing company pays this
charge, the employe will not be assessed anything.
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Any account of less than ;,iJlOO which has more
than three withdrawals in any month will be assessed
10 cents for eech withdrawal in excess of three.
s
1

Interest on Savings Accounts is 3 per cent,
payable s errl -annually on aates announced in savings
passbooks. If an account is closed between interest
dates, no interest is paid for that period.
GERTIFIC/'TES OF DEPOSIT
Time Certificates of Deposit shell not be cashed
prior to maturity. Interest rates are "6% per annum on
such deposits whether they run six months or twelve.
EXCHANGE
On cashier's checks and drafts there shall be a
m.inimum charge of 10 cents, with a basic charge of 5
cents for each $100 or fraction thereof, with a maxi-
mum of ^1.00.
•Foreign exchange shell be charged for at current
ra tes .
Travelers Checks are to be charged for at the
rate of throe-fourths of one per cent, with 50 cents
as the minimum..
Transfer of money by telegraph, double Western
Union rates.
couroNs
On coupons received over the counter for credit
or collection, there shell be a charge of 15 cents
per coupon envelope of each separate issue.

Government bonds av^ an exception and in their esse
one -hi If of the above rtte shall apply,
CQLL1.GTI0NS
A minimum ch; rge of 15 cents and maximum chrrge of
ij^l.OO per item plus actual cost of collecting will be
made to individuals, firms and corporations on all checks
left for collection,
Motes and dr&fts, including bills of lading drafts,
a minimum ch^^rge of 50 cents per item, and maximum
charge of ^2.00, plus actual cost of oollection.
Bonds, 50 cents per thousand, with a minimum of
15 cents.
Exchange of coupon for registered Liberty Bonds,
or vice versa, 50 cents for each .fl,000 with 50 cents
as the minimum.
Contr&ct psyments, 25 cents for amounts up to
^100 yr-d 15 cents for each $100 beyond thst.
In every transaction which involves registration
fee, postage snd insurance, all such expense shall be
charged to the customer.
Rents, 5 per cent of the amount collected.
SAFEKEEPING
Bonds left by customers for safekeeping shall pay

a ch; rge of 1.50 per ennur; for each |l,noo,
MISCl-LLiiNhOUS
Automobile application for license plates,
Certificate of Ownership, transfer of license pl&tes,
25 cents.
Chattels inspection, $2 to .'^lO, depending on
time required.
Clerking Sales, 2%, with a minimum of ;|i>10 , which
fee goes to employe.
Credit Reports (o^nks excepted), 25 cents.
Incom.e Tax Reports, 42 per hour--minimum chr rge
,
$l--for fillin-, out reports according to information
and at direction of tax payer, which fee goes to employe
Notary fees will be charged and retained by the
Notary as provided by Sts te Lhw.
Pe^/Trent of Taxes, per receipt, 25 cents.
Securities, Purchase or Sale, actual brokerage
fees plus ^ of one per cent, in addition to registration
postage r^"-^ THTr^^-nce expense. In case o^ overnment
bonds, however, tctuf.1l broker's fee plus 1/b of one
per cent.
Stock Trrn'^for", ir Ccr r.-orr ti onr other t^r r: the
bank, 50 cents per cer tificf. te •

100.
The following account will show the we/ the
Metered Pl&n works as regards activity on deposit
tickets, ch=!cks against customer's accounts, tnd
cleering house checks.
Assume that John Brown has an eve -age net "ba lance
in the bank for a 30 day period ending June 20th, (from
Ivlay 21 to end including June 20), of .''t;l,7C0. Under the
Metered Plan as he is allowed one full transaction for
each .$10 of avs *ige balance, he has paid for 170 transec-
tions with his balance.
Assume th& t he issues 25
deposit ticke t3--th8 1 he draws 110
checks against his account during that
period, and th' t he deposits in his account
200 checks on other banks in the same city.
Inasmuch as Clearing House items are charged
for at one half the charge made for deposit
tickets and checks against own account,
the bank would consider these 200 Clearing
House items as equivalent to 100
transactions --this would make a total of 235
transections.
From this deduct the number of transac-
tions paid for with his balance 170
Leaving excess transactions of 65
With a charge of .04
I 2.60
The clerk would simply make out a charge
ticket for 1^2.60 and debit his account at the
end of the month. In addition to the above, the
customer would, of course, pay the "float" charge
on any out of town items he deposited with the bank.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION - THE LAYIIAN'S VIBV/POINT
T•
In conclusion, one might surarnarize as i'ollows:-
Banlcers realize that certain practices are desirable
and needea for sufficient income and proper profits.
The public has seen bank failure after bank failure
and is arjxious for a new order of things. Both
banker and public are in a very receptive mood for
better, sounder banking. Botn realize that banking
profits do not result from theories. There are v/ell
known factors which govern good bankers in the con-
duct of their banks. They are the result of years
of practice, and are as fundamental and exact as the
multiplication taole, and for success must be used
as freely and v/ith just as little corscious effort.
How is tnis to be done? Banks must acquire a dif-
ferent idea of the public and the public a different
idea of banks. There still is a certain glamour or
mystery about banking v/hich must be dispellea.
An individual or a group feels tJie demand (or
maybe it is just a desire) for the organization of
a bank. The capital is accumulated, a charter ac-
quired, an announcement is made that this bank is
a home bank or a farmer's bank or 'what not, and then
c
comes the grand opening in beautiful quarters which
have cost great sums of money. The pulblic attends
the opening, sees the beautiful floral offerings,
the wonderful marble fixtures, the white collars on
both officers and staff, and concludes that banking
is really a "bed of roses", knd. v/hy not? The in-
terest is paid promptly--S8.1aries are paid regularly
--and all the little troubles are concealed with
diligence from the public. There is an atmosphere
of wealth and prosoerity permeating the v/hole estab-
lishment. The public does not realize tho.t this is
just the "ballyhoo" much the same as one sees at the
circus. Every move the bank makes seems to add more
glamour and more mystery. One cannot blame the
depositor for concluding there is some magical means
beyond his comprehension vmereby the banker can make
ends meet and avoid the economic laws that govern
any other successful business. The real tragedy,
however, is that many bankers seem to have been ob-
sessed with the same erroneous idea. They come to
grief in many cases, and, in glaring headlines, the
public, still mystified, is told of their fate.
The glamour and falsifying is wrong. The banker

should knovv the costs of the services he renders and
the customer should pay for the services rendered to
hin. The bank vu'ould then make, a fair profit. The
income from the sale of services at a profit v/ould
be sufficient to offset the lowered income from earn-
ing assets. Liquidit}'- can be maintained and profit-
able banking on this "basis means safer hanking. The
measured service charge on checking accounts is the
first step in the right direction. The customer
pays for v/hf-t he gets and the "bank is paid for v/hat
it gives. Bankers have been quicker to see the need
for a change than has the public, naturally. To the
banker it means increased profits and larger income,
while to the public it means paying for something
which v/as once rendered free of charge. The only
way in which sound "banking on this "basis will "be ac-
complished v/ill be through education. The public
must understand that a profitable bank is the only
safe bank, and that the fev: cents paid for services
received means greater safety to the principal which
has been entrusted to the bank for safekeeping.
1
CHAPTER VII
TEE iDlGNIFICANCE OF TIIE SUBJECT TO
TEACHERS OF COLILIERCIAL SUBJECTS

Just v/hat does the conunercial teacher gain from
a study of this kind?
The objectives v/ere the acquisition iDy the
teacher of a "background which v/ould aid in teaching,
and the securing of information which might 'oe cor-
related v/ith school work to make it more vital.
The degree to which the former v;as acquired can
"best be judged "by the investigator "because, hy its
nature it would "be difficult to measure. The latter
is evidenced quite completely hy the amount of mater-
ial gathered and included in this study.
Before one can Q3.y hov; valua"ble the date is for
school v;ork, it v;ould "be necessary to experiment v/ith
it in the classroom, "by attempting to correlate it
v/ith the regular "banking unit of v/ork.
In the concluding pages of this study the v/riter
has attempted to make an application of the material
gathered. It should "be remem'bered that these are
only suggestions. Any teacher experimenting with
the unit may find that special adaptations may have
to "be made to fit her special situations. The sugges-
tions are given, however, with the hope that they may
prove helpful.

SUGGESTED ADAPTATION
The value of having a checking account, with its
many and varied services to the cuitomer, is usually
discussed, among other thirf^s , in connection with the
regular banking unit. Because of the t^lmost universal
practice now of making charges for these services, the
question of the equitableness of the charges is ex-
tremely pertinent. In the general discussion in the
classroom the question of whether or not these charges
are justifiable could be brought up either by the
students or dir-ictly asked by the tetcher. If it is
possible to have the question come from the students,
through skillful handling of the discussion, there will
undoubtedly be greater interest in the subject.
The question having been raised, the teacher can
then suggest that she knows where there are some
interesting srticles on the subject and supply the
students with a short bibliography. It would be well
to permit the students to make their own selections
for reading. Such titles as "Competing with Santa
Glaus", "What Price Service?", and "Banker, Knov/ Your
Costs", will, no doubt, prove motive ting forces and
entice them into reading the articles. With all of
y •>
the rnembers of the class coopers ting, each adding his
contribution of knowledge acquired to that of the
others, it should not t&ke very long for the students
to acquire the necessary background for thinking.
One of the first things they will learn from
their readings is the fact that the bank invests the
lEoney left with it on deposit, in the hope of making
a profit. One small group could be given the assign-
ment of securing information on loans in this con-
nection. This would be an excellent opportunity for
the stud-^^nts to get acquainted with the Readers'
Guide to Periodical Literature in which they will find
references on investments and lorns. Their reading
should lead them to an examination of the Federal
Reserve Lew, and how the government attem.pts to
protect the funds of the depositor by limiting the
banks to certeln types of investments end loans.
After the discussion on earnings and the way in
which the bank makes its money, the next natural step
would be to examine the costs involved in making these
earnings. They h&ve been ret.ding about costs and
should have a foundation for thinking on this subject.
As fr^ £o the v/rlter Nbs f ble to asce?.''tain , no complete

outline of the allocation of costs wfc*s given in any of
the magazine articles, therefore, careful study of the
plan given on ptges 17 through 29 might be very worth-
while .
From this study of the allocrtion of costs, and
from their readings the students will learn of the
iraport&nce of thf: expense involved in running the
checking account service. The detail on cost ftcts
ts given on pfage 31 of this study could be supplied
to the 3tud ^nts by the teacher. From a study of these
costs tl:ey should not only get an idea of the per item
costs, but should learn considerable about the opera-
tions of the bank, as it will be necessary for them
to trace the items through the various departments to
discover whether or not the cost is fail-. For example:
The deposit ticket cc.:.t is $.04 to the btnk. V/hy?
'Vhere doe., it go after it is rr.ede out by the custoitier
end put through the window of the Teller? The v&rious
steps in handling may be supplied by the teacher who
has the background through experience, or might be
four.d by investigation on the p^rt of the pupils.
In any event, the student must letrn cbout the depart-
ments hendling the deposit ticket, and the work

involved before a decision can te made ez to the equit-
ablness of the ohrrge, and in this case four depart-
ments vv'oulid be involved; Bookkeeping, Analysis, State-
irent, and Filing Departments. Tliey •will probably
conclude, in the light of their knovvledge acquired,
that coaGitlerln^ the time involved, the office space
required, and the salaries of the clerks required to
handle the iteir, the estimated cost of $D4 is reason-
able .
Each item of cost given in this list could be
studied carefully end a wealth of information secured.
k thorough study of checks paid, for instance, would
not only involve their regular work of learning to
make out a check and the stub, but the cc?t l:o the
bank. Ir tracing the check paid to find out why it
costs $.03 to handle, while it costs but |(Zf for checks
deposited, they would le a I'll clbout the clearning house
and the way it operates.
After a careful study they should come to a
realization thst after deducting all of these costs
the banks profits are greatly reduced. The feet that
the bank feels it is entitled to make a profit on
dem.and deposits of from 1% to 1^^ would probably be
c
brought out in their reading, but if not could be sup-
plied by the teacher. This amount of profit should be
discussed from the point of view of sound banking.
P.t this time, also, a discussion as to whether or not the
bank should pay interest on demand deposits may be in-
cluded. Are the services rendered by the bank sufficient
to compensate the customer for the use of his money, or
should the bank pay interest? The feet that the
Bank Act of 1933 prohibits the payment of interest on
these accounts should prove helpful in this discussion.
After the students have this background in
earnings and costs, the question may arise as to whether
checking accounts are really profitable to the bank.
Here the teacher could supply the data collected
in the analysis of accounts. Mimeographed copies of
the accounts analyzed for January, Pebruary, March,
April, May, and June, as shown on page 44, could be
made for the class by the office training group in the
school. It would be an excellent tabulation exercise
for these students, as well as being of real service.
It is suggested that the first six months be used
in the beginning as fewer accounts were analyzed, and
it will be easier for the students to follow the

analysis. They have become familiar with the headings
by this time so that they can do some intelligent
thinking about these accounts.
They will probably make ?orce generalizations.
For example, of the fourteen accounts analyzed, only
two showed a profit. In looking for the reason for
such a large percentage of losses, their first judg-
ment might be that it was due to the varying sizes
of average co lected balances. A careful study of
three accounts with the same average collected balance,
however, proves this judgment to be false. In each
of the months, January, February, and March there was
an account with an average collected balance of ^^1500,
On one of these accounts the bank was able to make
a profit of $.10 while the other two accounts resulted
in losses to the bank of S13.95 and •t!c:9.48. On ex-
emining these accounts they found the main difference
to be in the amount of services demanded by each account.
Then analyzed for activity they shovi^ed the follov/ing:
-
January i-.c count February x.c count March Account
10 Deposits 27 Deposits
56 Checks Pd. 872 Checks Pd.
47 Checks Dep. 364 Ghedks Dep.
5 Collections
113 Items 1768 Items
4 Deposits
571 Checks Pd.
4 Checks Dep.
579 Items

hftev this aralysls they will readily see th&t it
is the activity of the account which makes it costly
to the bank. They will see that there is a point,
in a customer's account, beyond which the demand for
services may make it a liability rather than an asset
to the bank.
At this time the students night be supplied with
individual analysis sheets, like the one on page 36,
so th&t they might separate the data on the various
accounts for careful examination. If they examined,
for example, the first account given in Janusry, where
the average collected balance was ;|p2,000 and yet the
account showed a loss of $71.95, it would lead them to
a problem for solution. On an average collected
balance of |2,000, with earnings of |5.79, and a
profit due the bank of 1^, or :|1.66, whet services
is a customer entitled to?
He might work out his problem somewhat as follows
Deduct from earnings the profit due the bank of ^^51.66.
This leaves $4.13 for services which the customer is
entitled to. i-.ssume that the same number of deposits
were absolutely necessary, and that the number of
collections and base cost had to remain stationary,
what other services would he be entitled to?
ji
€
The account anal/zed should look something like
this:
37 Deposits @ .•^.48
2 Collections @ 22{^^ .44
57 Checks Pd >i 3jz^ 1.71
10 Checks Dep. © |/ .20
Base Cost ' .30
$4.13
The above solution is only one way in which they
could have worked out a satisfactory solution to this
account, but the value in the analysis end solution
is in realizing that no matter how the services ere
finally divided, the customer should know they are
costly and use them with discretion. Instead of de-
manding services on 3,784 items, the requirem.ents
should have been on about 106 items. The point to
should be rasde clear to the students here that the
customer who asks the bank to operate an unprofitable
only
checking account is not undermining the security of
his own funds, but those of every customer in that
bank. The only safe bank is a bank operated on sound
economic principles.
iifter the data on these accounts have been v/orked
over carefully by the students, such summary tables
as are included on peges 55-56-57 -58-59-G0-61-62-63-54
of this study would be extremely profitnble from the
f
st&ndpoint of sumnierizing the data for the students.
They could be taught neatness end accurscy, incidentally,
in setting up their work.
After the sumn-'aries have been made, it would be
well for them to work out a profit end lo:5s statement
such as is given on page 65, as a basis for thinking
further on the subject. The earnings end service charges
give an income of "311,785.26, while the expense of
running the accounts was $6,253.57, leaving a profit of
.'15,531.69, The students could make out a chart on
the profitable accounts, such as is shown on page 66.
Considering the amount of money handled by the
bank, as shown on page 55 ($4,498,837) , end the risk
involved in investing it, were these checking accounts
worth handling? A discussion on this point would reveal
that the banks did not feel that this was sufficient
profit and were attempting to right the situation. It
would be revealed that the bmk, in placing the flat
rate service charge on balances under ^300 mads the first
attempt at correction. Cur chart v/ould show that the
bank was justified in setting the figure at ^7>00 since
ell accounts under that amount showed a loss. If studeni!
would apply the flat rate cherge to these accounts they
could see at once th£j t it v/as both inadequate and unfair

Inadequate in that It does not really compensate the
bank to any sizable degree for the losses, and unfair
since the larger accounts, which might be unprofitable
because of undue activity, would not be taxed.
Recognizing these facts to be true, they will
look further for a more just plan. They will find
the solution in the metered service plan. Here,
again, references could be given for reeding. The
group to which the assignment is given, should
report to the class their findings. The various
plans discovered might be discussed end a final
selection of the best plan; best from the point
of view of fairness to the customer. The plan given
on pages 93 through 99 of this study, will probably
prove to be the best plan. One method of having
the studr^nts find out ^whether or not the plan is
just, would be to have them apply the plan to the
accounts on which they have the data. The^' could see
the degree to which it corrected an unsound economic
situation. For a sample of how the plan operates,
the teacher could supply the form given on page 100.
The unit of work should be concluded by having
the students summarize their thoughts from the
f0
knowledge acquired by setting up sotne principles of
sound banking practices. They might outline the
kind of bank which they would consider desirable
for their comraiinity.
The suggestions given here ere only a fev;. Ther
is no guaranty that they will work out as planned her
Many changes might have to be made for particular
situ'jtions. Tne writer does, however, believe that
the theory behind the unit to be correct; the* t is,
that in school work, especially in the commercial
field, there is a definite need for getting at the
problems of business, and using these problems as a
basis of school work, if we hope to develop citizens
who can cope v/ith present day problems aftar they
leave the schoolroom and go into business. They
need a thorough understanding of life situations
rather than a superficiiil knov/ledge.
It is the opinion of the v/riter that such a
unit as it outlined here will gain the desired
outcomes
.
c
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